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Abstract

In this article, the recently-discovered phenomenon of delayed Hopf bifurcations (DHB) in
reaction-diffusion PDEs is analyzed in the cubic Complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, as an
equation in its own right, with a slowly-varying parameter. We begin by using the classical
asymptotic methods of stationary phase and steepest descents to show that solutions which
have approached the attracting quasi-steady state (QSS) before the Hopf bifurcation remain
near that state for long times after the instantaneous Hopf bifurcation and the QSS has become
repelling. In the complex time plane, the phase function of the linear PDE has a saddle point,
and the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines are central to the asymptotics. The nonlinear terms are
treated by applying an iterative method to the mild form of the PDE given by perturbations
about the linear particular solution. This tracks the closeness of solutions near the attracting
and repelling QSS. Next, we show that beyond a key Stokes line through the saddle there is
a curve in the space-time plane along which the particular solution of the linear PDE ceases
to be exponentially small, causing the solution of the nonlinear PDE to diverge from the re-
pelling QSS and exhibit large-amplitude oscillations. This curve is called the space-time buffer
curve. The homogeneous solution also stops being exponentially small in a spatially dependent
manner, as determined also by the initial time. Hence, a competition arises between these two
solutions, as to which one ceases to be exponentially small first, and this competition governs
spatial dependence of the DHB. We find four different cases of DHB, depending on the outcomes
of the competition, and we quantify to leading order how these depend on the main system pa-
rameters, including the Hopf frequency, initial time, initial data, source terms, and diffusivity.
Examples are presented for each case, with source terms that are uni-modal, spatially-periodic,
smooth step function, and algebraically-growing. Also, rich spatio-temporal dynamics are ob-
served in the post-DHB oscillations. Finally, it is shown that large-amplitude source terms can
be designed so that solutions spend substantially longer times near the repelling QSS, and hence
region-specific control over the delayed onset of oscillations can be achieved.

Keywords Slow passage through Hopf bifurcation, dynamic bifurcation in PDEs, spatially-
inhomogeneous onset of oscillations, hard onset of oscillations, stationary phase method, steepest
descents method, complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, reaction-diffusion equations

1 Introduction

In applied mathematics, physics, biology, and in many other areas of science and engineering, the
phenomenon of delayed Hopf bifurcation (DHB) is a central feature of analytic ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) in which a parameter passes slowly through a Hopf point. ODE models and
experimental examples arise in chemistry and pattern formation [9, 22, 23, 38, 39, 61], nonlinear
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mechanical oscillators and generalised Rayleigh oscillators [13, 51, 52], electrical engineering [29, 67],
fluid dynamics and geophysics [2, 21, 32, 44], neuroscience [7, 10, 11, 12, 16, 25, 26, 35, 55, 56, 59,
62, 63], cardiac models [40], and the Kaldor model in business [27].

In DHB for ODEs, the key system parameter passes slowly in time through a Hopf bifurcation
value at which the stable equilibrium becomes unstable, yet the solutions remain near the repelling
equilibrium for long times, of length O(1) in the slow time, after the Hopf point. As a result,
in the super-critical case, the attendant (post-DHB) onset of oscillations is a hard onset, with
solutions jumping rapidly away from the unstable equilibrium to the stable limit cycle, which
by that time already has a large amplitude. DHB has been studied in analytic ODEs for more
than 50 years, going back at least to the seminal work [58]. The theory is further developed in
[5, 22, 31, 33, 47, 48, 62], and is also presented in recent monographs [41, 66]. Moreover, many of
the above applications have been inspired by [5, 47, 48].

DHB has also been studied [11] in large systems of ODEs. There, the FitzHugh-Nagumo and
Hodgkin-Huxley cable equations are studied with a slowly varying Neumann boundary condition
at one end of the spatial domain and a zero-flux condition at the other end. The spatial variable
in these partial differential equations (PDEs) is discretised (with centered finite differences for the
Laplacian), and the WKB method is used to analyze DHB in the large system of ODEs.

Recently, it was discovered that the phenomenon of DHB also occurs in reaction-diffusion equa-
tions [36]. In that work, it was shown using numerics, physical considerations, and some Fourier
analysis that DHB is important for a variety of reaction-diffusion equations in which there is slow
passage through super-critical Hopf bifurcations. The reaction-diffusion examples in which DHB
has been found [36] include the Complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, the Brusselator model of
the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction, the Hodgkin-Huxley PDE, the FitzHugh-Nagumo PDE, and a
spatially-extended pituitary lactotroph cell model.

There has been rigorous analysis in [3] of spatio-temporal canards and delayed bifurcations in a
class of infinite-dimensional systems on bounded domains, which includes slow passage through Hopf
bifurcation, slow passage through a Turing bifurcation, and some bifurcations in delay-differential
equations. In that article, under the assumption that a spectral gap exists in the fast sub-system,
a center manifold analysis is performed using the infinite-dimensional invariant manifold theory of
Haragus and Iooss [30]. See also the references in [3, 65] for more on spatio-temporal canards.

In this article, we use the methods of stationary phase and steepest descents to analyze the DHB
created when the bifurcation parameter µ slowly increases through a supercritical Hopf bifurcation
(at zero) in the Complex Ginzburg Landau equation on the real line,

At = (µ+ iω0)A− (1 + iα)|A|2A+ εβ Ia(x) + εγ dAxx

µt = ε .
(1.1)

Here, x is real, t ≥ 0, A = A(x, t) is complex-valued, and 0 < ε � 1 is a small parameter. The
linear growth rate µ = µ(t) is real for the main phenomena we study; however, for the mathematical
analysis, it will be advantageous to consider complex values of µ in a horizontal strip with mid-
line on the real axis and of sufficient height. The system parameters satisfy ω0 > 0 and O(1)
independent of ε, α is real, β > 0, γ ≥ 0, d may be complex-valued (d = dR+ idI) with dR > 0, and
they are independent of ε. For real values of x, the source term Ia(x), which breaks the symmetry
A→ Aeiθ for any real θ of the CGL equation, is typically taken to be bounded and positive, with
uniformly bounded derivatives. The initial data at µ(0) = µ0 < 0 is A(x, 0) = A0(x), and typically
taken to be bounded and continuous for all real x. Also, it will be useful to distinguish between
initial data given at µ0 ≤ −ω0 and data given at −ω0 < µ0 < 0.

The PDE (1.1) has an attracting Quasi-Steady State (QSS) for all µ < −δ, where δ > 0, small,
and O(1), which solutions approach at an exponential rate. Similarly, it has a repelling QSS for all
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µ > δ, from which solutions diverge at an exponential rate. For example, in the base case of β = 1
2

and γ = 1, the attracting QSS (for µ < −δ) and the repelling QSS (for µ > δ) are given by

AQSS(x, µ) = −√ε Ia(x)

µ+ iω0
+ε

3
2

(
Ia(x) + d(µ+ iω0)Ia

′′(x)

(µ+ iω0)3
− (1 + iα)I3

a(x)

(µ+ iω0)2(µ2 + ω2
0)

)
+O(ε

5
2 ). (1.2)

Here, the O(ε
5
2 ) terms depend on x and µ. The QSS may also be derived for other β and γ.

In [36], DHB is observed for solutions which are in a fixed O(1) neighbourhood of the attracting
QSS for any µ0 sufficiently negative. These solutions all continue to approach the attracting QSS
until µ = 0, where the instantaneous Hopf bifurcation occurs. However, rather than immediately
tracking the stable (post-DHB) oscillatory state as it grows in amplitude, these solutions remain
near the repelling QSS for long times into µ > 0. Moreover, the amount of time any such solution
A(x, t) spends near the repelling QSS can, and generally does, depend on x. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: DHB in the PDE (1.1) in the base case of β = 1
2 and γ = 1, with a Gaussian source term

Ia(x) = e−
x2

4 on the domain [−`, `] (` = 30). The solution is near the attracting QSS while µ ∈ [µ0, 0) (with
µ0 = −1, not shown). Then, for µ > 0, i.e., after the instantaneous Hopf bifurcation, the solution stays near
the repelling QSS (green state) at least until µ = ω0 = 0.5 at all points x. The duration of the DHB (i.e.,
the length of time the solution stays near the repelling QSS) is spatially dependent. At x = 0, A(x, µ) first
leaves a neighbourhood of the repelling QSS at time µ = ω0, and the large-amplitude oscillations first set
in there. Then, as one steps outward from the center, with |x| > 0, the duration of the DHB grows beyond
µ = ω0. The hard onset of the large-amplitude oscillations is governed to leading order by the space-time
buffer curve studied in this article. Here, ε = 0.01, ω0 = 1

2 , dR = 1, dI = 0, and α = 0.

Our first goal in this article is to derive a general formula for the space-time buffer curve of
system (1.1) with general source terms Ia(x). The space-time buffer curve corresponds to the x-
dependent (post-DHB) time at which the solution cannot remain near the repelling QSS any longer
for each point x, irrespective of how far before the slowly-varying Hopf point the solution was
attracted to the (pre-Hopf) stable QSS. We directly to leading order apply the classical methods
of stationary phase and steepest descents (see for example [8, 37, 46]) to the linear CGL equation,
obtained by linearising (1.1) about A = 0. The coefficient (µ + iω0) on the linear homogeneous
term vanishes at µ = −iω0 in the complex µ plane. This is a saddle point of the complex phase
−1

2(µ + iω0)2, since the derivative of the phase vanishes there. Moreover, the lines of stationary
phase of the linear PDE through this saddle point, along which the real part of the phase vanishes,
are given by µI = ±µR − ω0, where µ = µR + iµI . In the vicinity of the saddle, analysis along
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the relevant Stokes and anti-Stokes lines shows that all solutions with initial data at µ0 ≤ −ω0

stay near the attracting QSS while µ is negative and then, also, that they stay near the repelling
QSS at all points x at least until µ reaches +ω0, to leading order. More importantly, application of
the methods of stationary phase and steepest descents yields the formula for the space-time buffer
curve, (µstbc(x), x) with µstbc(x) ≥ ω0 for all x, for the general class of source terms considered here.
This space-time buffer curve represents the x-dependent times at which the particular solution of
the linearised PDE ceases to be exponentially small, and at which the hard onset of oscillations
occurs, to leading order. Similarly, there is a homogeneous exit time curve, µh(x), along which the
homogeneous component of the PDE has magnitude one. Therefore, it is important to determine,
at each point x, which of the two times µstbc(x) and µh(x) is smaller, causing the solution of the
full cubic PDE to stop being exponentially small first. The smaller of the two times marks the
duration of the DHB, to leading order.

After completing this first goal, we study how the properties of DHB depend on the outcome
of this competition between µstbc(x) and µh(x), as well as on the properties of Ia(x). For solutions
with initial data given at any µ0 ≤ −ω0, we identify three cases of DHB: one in which the particular
solution determines the onset of oscillations at all x in the domain; another case in which the time
of onset is determined by the particular solution for some intervals on the domain and by the
homogeneous solution on the complementary intervals; and, a third case in which the homogeneous
solution determines the exit time at all points. We examine spatially uni-modal, spatially periodic,
and smoothed step function source terms. In these examples, quantitative agreement is found
between the leading order analysis in all cases of DHB and the results of direct numerical simulations
of (1.1) with zero-flux boundary conditions on [−`, `] and all values of ` for which simulations
were conducted. Balanced symmetric Strang operator splitting [60] was used, with centered finite
differences for the Laplacian and fourth-order Runge-Kutta for the time-stepping.

In addition, we show that solutions of (1.1) can exhibit spatially-dependent DHB also when the
initial data is given at times µ0 ∈ (−ω0,−δ] for some small δ > 0. We label this as Case 4 of DHB.
For these solutions with initial data given at times much closer to the time of the instantaneous
Hopf bifurcation, the spatial dependence of µh(x) causes the exit time from a neighborhood of the
repelling QSS to be asymmetric about µ = 0 with respect to the time of entry into a neighborhood
of the attracting QSS. This contrasts with the dynamics of DHB in analytic ODEs, where the
entry-exit function (also known as the way-in way-out function) is symmetric for initial conditions
given close to the instantaneous Hopf bifurcation.

After having carried out the analysis of DHB in the above four cases, we use a formal analysis to
show that solutions of the full, cubic CGL equation (1.1) with initial data given at time µ0 ≤ −ω0

are also close to the attracting QSS (now of the full nonlinear PDE) on µ < 0 and remain close to
the repelling QSS after the instantaneous Hopf bifurcation (µ = 0) at least until µ = ω0 in Case 1
of DHB. The nonlinear analysis is carried out using the integral form of the equation governing the
difference between the solution of the full nonlinear PDE and the particular solution of the linear
PDE. Use of an iterative method then establishes the closeness to the repelling QSS in the cubic
PDE, and it reveals how the asymptotic expansion of the QSS is naturally generated. The main
result is that, to leading order, solutions of the cubic CGL (1.1) stay near the repelling QSS until
the same space-time buffer curve in Case 1 of DHB. Moreover, we note that, the situation here
for DHB in the CGL PDE is similar in this respect to that for DHB in analytic ODEs, where the
linear problem determines the buffer point to leading order in the ODEs, and the nonlinear terms
in the analytic ODE (such as the cubic term −|A|2A) only contribute at higher order to DHB.

Finally, we extend the main DHB results for the base case of the PDE (1.1) in several directions.
The simplest extension is to take into account the higher order terms in the instantaneous Hopf
bifurcation curve for the base case. To leading order, this curve is given by µ = 0 in the space-time
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plane. The first non-zero correction occurs at O(ε), and we will study its impact on DHB. As a
second extension, we study the DHB also in the base case but now with source terms which do
not satisfy the hypotheses imposed on Ia(x) in the general analysis, namely with an algebraically-
growing and a sign-changing function. Nevertheless, for each of these sources, we also find good
agreement between the analytically calculated space-time buffer curve and the numerically calcu-
lated spatially-dependent times at which the solutions leave a neighborhood of the repelling QSS
and the oscillations set in for the nonlinear PDE (1.1).

In a third direction, we extend the analysis of the base case to asymptotically large-amplitude
(β = −1

2) source terms in the PDE (1.1), while retaining small diffusivity (γ = 1). Here, the QSS
are highly-nontrivial, and the instantaneous Hopf bifurcation times are spatially dependent, instead
of being homogeneous at µ = 0, to leading order. We explore the more complex spatial dependence
of the Hopf bifurcation curve and the space-time buffer curve. An example shows that it is possible
to choose the amplitude and form of the large source term (and hence of the resulting QSS) to
design even more complex spatio-temporal onset of oscillations, giving region-specific control over
the onset of oscillations. In a fourth direction, we briefly extend the analysis of the base case to
an example with O(1) diffusivity and O(1) amplitude source term, (i.e., γ = 0 and β = 0 in (1.1)).
The space-time buffer curve gets somewhat flattened out compared to the case of O(ε) diffusivity.

While our primary motivation is to carry out this analysis of DHB in the CGL PDE (1.1) and to
derive a method that can be used on other reaction-diffusion (R-D) systems known to exhibit DHB
[36], another motivation for understanding the phenomenon of DHB in PDEs is that some ODE
models exhibiting DHB are simplified versions or conceptual models of more complex phenomena
which involve diffusion and advection. An example is the Maasch-Saltzman ODE model of glacial
cycles [44], in which DHB is advanced as a possible mechanism for the mid-Pleistocene transition
from 40,000 year glacial cycles to approximately 100,000 year cycles. See also [21]. Since the
Maasch-Saltzman model is a useful conceptual ODE model, one would also like to know whether or
not the corresponding PDE models, such as a more fully developed PDE model of the Pleistocene
glacial cycles, can also exhibit DHB. Otherwise, for these problems, the phenomenon of DHB
would only be of more limited interest. Along with [3, 36], this work presents a step in that larger
direction, showing that DHB also occurs in nonlinear spatially-extended systems.

We observe that the analysis presented herein builds naturally on the results known about
DHB in analytic ODEs. In fact, in the case of d = 0 and a spatially-homogeneous source term
Ia(x) ≡ Ia, system (1.1) reduces to a prototypical form of DHB in analytic ODEs. In this case, we
directly recover the known DHB results for analytic ODEs, see [5, 31, 47, 48, 58]. The hard onset
of oscillations occurs to leading order at the buffer point µ = ω0 of the ODEs, and it is spatially
uniform. An example is provided by the Shishkova equation, ε zµ = (µ+iω0)z−(1+iα)|z|2z+ε h(µ)
for z(µ; ε), with h(−iω0) 6= 0 and 0 < ε � 1. See [58]. This equation has a family of attracting
slow invariant manifolds for µ < −δ, where δ > 0 is small and independent of ε, and a family
of repelling slow invariant manifolds for µ > δ. These families of manifolds may be extended in
to the regions µ > 0 and µ < 0, respectively, and they are exponentially close to each other on
(−ω0, ω0) to leading order. By the theory of DHB in ODEs, any solution which enters a fixed,
small neighbourhood of an attracting slow invariant manifold at a value of µ < −ω0 must exit a
neighbourhood of the repelling slow invariant manifold at µ = ω0 to leading order, which is the
buffer point. This delayed loss of stability occurs at µ = ω0 (to leading order) for these solutions
independently of how much time they have spent spiraling in toward the attracting manifold before
µ reaches −ω0. This is because the term ε h(µ) breaks the symmetry of z → −z in the Shishkova
equation and because the intersection at µ = ω0 of the Stokes line through the saddle (or nilpotent)
point at µ = −iω0 with the real axis acts as a barrier, or buffer point. Hence, all solutions that
have been attracted to that slow manifold must diverge away from the repelling manifold along
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with it, irrespective of how far back in the past they approached the attracting manifold.
Finally, we remark that, just as is observed here, lines of stationary phase and lines of steepest

ascents and descents play central roles in the asymptotics of solutions of many linear and nonlinear
ODEs and PDEs. For the general theory of the Stokes phenomenon, see for example [8, 14, 15,
18, 20, 37, 45, 46, 50]. We follow naming conventions in [8, 37, 46]. Moreover, in many of these
equations, there are multiple components which cease to be exponentially small, by crossing Stokes
lines for example, and which transition through modulus one to becoming large.

This article is organised as follows. In Section 2, the linear CGL equation is studied in the
base case of (1.1) with β = 1/2 and γ = 1, establishing that solutions with µ0 < −ω0 remain
near the attracting and repelling QSSs at least until µ = +ω0 for all x. In Section 3, the space-
time buffer curve (µstbc(x), x) is derived, where µstbc(x) ≥ ω0 for bounded, positive source terms,
showing that DHB occurs in the CGL PDE. Also, the examples of different Ia(x) are given to show
how their extrema and spatial form (uni-modal, periodic, smoothed step function) determine the
location of the space-time buffer curve and the dynamics of DHB. In Section 4, we examine the
homogeneous solutions and derive the homogeneous exit time curve, µh(x). This establishes the
spatially-dependent exit times caused by the homogeneous components of the linear solutions, both
when the initial data is given at a time µ0 ≤ −ω0, and when it is given at a time µ0 ∈ (−ω0, 0).
In Section 5, the four cases of DHB are classified, with examples. In Section 6, the analysis of the
nonlinear PDE is presented, establishing the closeness of the solutions to the repelling QSS of the
full cubic CGL equation. In Section 7, it is shown how the DHB of the solutions of (1.1) is influenced
by the O(ε) terms in the time of the instantaneous Hopf bifurcation. In Section 8, examples are
presented with algebraically-growing and sign-changing source terms, to push beyond the analysis
of the general system. Then, the impact of the large-amplitude source terms (β = −1/2) is analyzed
in Section 9. Also, the extension of the DHB results and space-time buffer curve formula to the case
of O(1) diffusivity (γ = 0) and amplitude source term (β = 0) is given in Section 10. Conclusions
and discussion are presented in Section 11.

2 Linear analysis for solutions with µ0 < −ω0

In this section, we analyze the linear CGL equation, obtained by linearising (1.1) about A = 0, in
the base case of moderate-amplitude source terms (β = 1

2) and small-amplitude diffusivity (γ = 1),

At = (µ+ iω0)A+
√
εIa(x) + ε dAxx

µt = ε .

Equivalently, the system may be written as a scalar equation for A(x, µ),

εAµ = (µ+ iω0)A+
√
εIa(x) + ε dAxx. (2.1)

Here, µ(t) = µ0 + ε t, and we focus on data for which µ0 ≤ −ω0. The other case, with data given
at a time µ0 ∈ (−ω0, 0), is analyzed in Section 4.

For 0 < ε � 1, all solutions with µ0 ≤ −ω0 rapidly and exponentially approach an attracting
QSS, see (1.2) (which also contains the terms in the QSS for the full nonlinear equation), since the
real part of the coefficient on the linear term is negative and stays well bounded away from zero
for these µ < 0. In this section, we show that the solutions with µ0 ≤ −ω0 not only remain close to
the attracting QSS until the time of the instantaneous Hopf bifurcation, but after the parameter
crosses the instantaneous Hopf bifurcation at µ = 0 they remain close to the repelling QSS as well,
at least until the time µ = +ω0 at all points x for the functions Ia(x) we study. This will be shown
using the classical methods of stationary phase and steepest descents, see [8, 37, 46].
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2.1 The homogeneous and particular solutions

Define the following new dependent variable, which is based on an integrating factor,

B(x, µ) = A(x, µ)e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 . (2.2)

Equation (2.1) may then be written as

√
εBµ = Ia(x)e−

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 +
√
εdBxx. (2.3)

By Duhamel’s Principle, the solution consists of homogeneous and particular components,

B(x, µ) = Bh(x, µ) +Bp(x, µ). (2.4)

The homogeneous component satisfies (Bh)µ = d(Bh)xx with Bh(x, µ0) = A0(x),

Bh(x, µ) =
e−

1
2 ε

(µ0+iω0)2

√
4πd(µ− µ0)

∫

R
e
−(x−y)2
4d(µ−µ0)A0(y)dy. (2.5)

This homogeneous solution is valid (at least) for all real µ > µ0, recalling that µ0 < −ω0, and
throughout this article, we will evaluate or estimate it on the Re(µ)-axis. Nevertheless, we note
that, with the initial data used in the examples, Bh(x, µ) is actually analytic in the complex µ
plane, excluding the branch point and cut. Note that, for general initial data, A0(x) is Gevrey
regular of order k = 1

2 on an appropriate domain implies that the homogeneous solution Ah(x, µ)
is analytic, by standard theory for homogeneous heat equations. See for example [54], and recall
that a function f(z) is Gevrey regular of order k on a set |z| < r, if there exist positive constants

C1, C2 such that max|z|≤r|d
kf
dzk

(z)| ≤ C1C
k
2 (k!)

1
2 .

The particular solution satisfies the full linear PDE (2.3), but with zero initial condition at µ0,

Bp(x, µ) =
1√
ε

∫ µ

µ0

g(x, µ− µ̃)e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2dµ̃,

g(x, µ− µ̃) =
1√

4πd(µ− µ̃)

∫

R
e
−(x−y)2
4d(µ−µ̃) Ia(y)dy.

(2.6)

The source terms Ia(x) we study are such that g(x, µ−µ̃) is analytic in a region of the complex plane
which includes the portion of the real axis with µ > µ̃, but which excludes a small neighborhood
of the branch point and cut. Then, in turn, Bp(x, µ) is analytic in an appropriate region about the
segment (µ0, ω0) of the Re(µ)-axis. For more general source terms, one needs to require that Ia(x)
is Gevrey regular of order k = 1

2 in a region containing a segment of the Re(x)-axis, sufficiently
large to guarantee that Bp(x, µ) is analytic in µ for Re(µ) > Re(µ̃). This follows from standard
theory for the analyticity of solutions. We refer to [6, 43, 54] for the general theory of analyticity
of solutions and Gevrey regularity of order k for homogeneous and inhomogeneous heat equations.

In the complex µ̃ plane (µ̃ = µ̃R + iµ̃I), the phase function in the integrand of Bp is

−1

2
(µ̃+ iω0)2 = φ+ iψ, where φ = −1

2

(
µ̃2
R − (µ̃I + ω0)2

)
and ψ = −µ̃R(µ̃I + ω0). (2.7)

This phase has a saddle point at µ̃ = −iω0, and the topography induced by this saddle will play a
central role in the analysis. The level sets of φ are hyperbolas and also known as Stokes lines. The
Stokes lines with φ = 0 through the saddle (which are the asymptotes of the hyperbolas) bound
the valleys and hills. They may be parametrised by µ̃R via µ̃I = ±µ̃R−ω0. Also, the level sets of ψ
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are hyperbolas (with asymptotes given by the axes), and they are referred to as anti-Stokes lines.
The geometry is illustrated in Figure 2. See [8, 18, 37, 46], for example, for the general theory of
Stokes and anti-Stokes lines.

Remark. The integral involving A0(y) in (2.5) is the same as the integral involving Ia(y) in
(2.6)(b), in the case when A0(y) is chosen as a multiple of Ia(y) and with µ0 replacing µ̃.

2.2 Tracking the particular solutions near the attracting QSS

In this section, we briefly show using steepest descents that solutions with µ0 ≤ −ω0 stay near the
attracting QSS before the instantaneous Hopf bifurcation. Although the result is of course well
known, it is useful to demonstrate briefly how the asymptotic method of steepest descents naturally
finds the asymptotic expansion of the attracting QSS.

µ0
<latexit sha1_base64="6t2jAX9Odh8VYJgq4U2MeP9MNg8=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="+80NGXakjyJhjDukHb1rAdzsDLw=">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</latexit>

µ
<latexit sha1_base64="2XKahfPKzc37ZlIgt8C8z6+SY2s=">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</latexit>

�!0
<latexit sha1_base64="+80NGXakjyJhjDukHb1rAdzsDLw=">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</latexit>

qa
<latexit sha1_base64="81GU3+PFBA+/vrRbJjwSclcOge8=">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</latexit>

eµ I <latexit sha1_base64="IWi6UNqaGTzW1YAbAr+8ARooQcQ=">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</latexit>

eµR
<latexit sha1_base64="UizaH5qsI0WhzMvStunhnO9TdXY=">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</latexit>

Ca1
<latexit sha1_base64="kD6vxq7sltx+Pm9uXjrY6eMPkPE=">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</latexit>

Ca2
<latexit sha1_base64="nyEBq61u5I5WoPznTxrvcn7uPJg=">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</latexit>

!0
<latexit sha1_base64="rdJS1dcAdtd6Lx00b05EIqfe7sE=">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</latexit>

Figure 2: The contour Ca = Ca1
⋃
Ca2 in the complex µ̃ plane. Here, and in other figures below, the Stokes

lines are the blue curves, and the anti-Stokes lines are the red curves. The Stokes lines through the saddle
(thick blue lines) separate the hills (unshaded) and valleys (grey shaded) of the phase function.

Let δ > 0 be sufficiently small and independent of ε. We fix an arbitrary value of µ ∈ (−ω0,−δ],
and track the particular solution Bp from µ0 to the fixed value µ. Let Ca denote the contour
Ca1

⋃
Ca2, where Ca1 consists of the semi-infinite segment of the steepest descent curve ψ ≡ −ω0µ0

from the point µ0 on the real axis out to infinity (−∞ − iω0) toward the horizontal asymptote
µ̃I = −ω0, and Ca2 consists of the semi-infinite segment of the steepest ascent curve ψ ≡ −ω0µ
from infinity back up to the fixed value µ on the real axis. Note that Ca2 crosses the Stokes line
µI = −µR − ω0 at the point qa = −√−ω0µ+ i(

√−ω0µ− ω0). See Figure 2.
We track Bp along Ca from µ0 to the fixed value µ on (−ω0,−δ]. By (2.6), the solution is

Bp(x, µ) = Ia1 + Ia2, where

Iai =
1√
ε

∫

Cai

g(x, µ− µ̃)e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2dµ̃, i = 1, 2, µ ∈ (−ω0,−δ].
(2.8)

Directly from φ, the real part of the complex phase (2.7), and the analyticity of g, one finds

|Ia1| ≤ Ce−
1
2 ε

(µ20−ω2
0), for some C > 0. (2.9)
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The main work then is to derive the result for Ia2, which we do using two different parametri-
sations of C2, explicitly here using µ̃R, and implicitly in Appendix A,

Ca2 : µ̃ = µ̃R + iµ̃I(µ̃R), with µ̃I(µ̃R) = −ω0

(
1− µ

µ̃R

)
. (2.10)

Along Ca2, µ̃R increases from −∞ to µ, and µ̃I increases from −ω0 to zero. Also, we observe that,
by (2.10), dµ̃

dµ̃R
= 1− iω0µ

µ̃2R
. Hence,

Ia2 =
1√
ε

∫ µ

−∞
g

(
x, µ− µ̃R + iω0

(
1− µ

µ̃R

))
e
− 1

2 ε

(
µ̃R+i

ω0µ
µ̃R

)2 (
1− iω0µ

µ̃2
R

)
dµ̃R.

Now, it is useful to define

u(µ̃R) = − ε
g
(
x, µ− µ̃R + iω0

(
1− µ

µ̃R

))

(
µ̃R + iω0µ

µ̃R

) v(µ̃R) = e
− 1

2 ε

(
µ̃R+i

ω0µ
µ̃R

)2
. (2.11)

Hence, using integration by parts, formula (2.6)(b) for g, and limχ→0+ g(x, χ) = Ia(x), we find

Ia2 =
1√
ε

∫ µ

−∞
u
dv

dµ̃R
dµ̃R

= −√εIa(x)e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2

(µ+ iω0)
− 1√

ε

∫ µ

−∞
v
du

dµ̃R
dµ̃R

(2.12)

Proceeding to higher order, using gµ = dgxx and limχ→0+ gxx(x, χ) = Ia
′′(x), we find

Ia2 =

{
−√ε Ia(x)

µ+ iω0
+ ε

3
2

[Ia(x) + dIa
′′(x)(µ+ iω0)]

(µ+ iω0)3
+O

(
ε

5
2

(µ+ iω0)5

)}
e−

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 . (2.13)

Summing (2.9) and (2.13) and recalling µ0 ≤ −ω0 < µ ≤ −δ, we have

Bp(x, µ) = Ia1+Ia2 =

{
−
√
εIa(x)

µ+ iω0
+
ε

3
2 [Ia(x) + dIa

′′(x)(µ+ iω0)]

(µ+ iω0)3
+O

(
ε

5
2

(µ+ iω0)5

)}
e−

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 .

(2.14)
Finally, we translate the formula back to the A equation using (2.2),

Ap(x, µ) = −√ε Ia(x)

µ+ iω0
+ ε

3
2

[Ia(x) + dIa
′′(x)(µ+ iω0)]

(µ+ iω0)3
+O

(
ε

5
2

(µ+ iω0)5

)
, −ω0 < µ ≤ −δ.

(2.15)
The first and second terms here are exactly the first and second order terms in the asymptotic
expansion of the attracting QSS for the linear CGL; cf. (1.2), where the expansion is given for
the cubic CGL. (Note that the cubic term −|A|2A in (1.1) gives rise to an additional term at

O(ε
3
2 ) given by − (1+iα)I3a(x)

(µ+iω0)2(µ2+ω2
0)

in the asymptotics of the QSS, see (1.2).) The remainder, which is

uniform in x, contains Ia1 and the higher order terms in the asymptotic expansion of the attracting
QSS, and one may continue using integration by parts on Ia2 to derive them. The remainder terms
also include an exponentially small term coming from the attraction of the initial data to the QSS.
Therefore, we have shown that, with µ0 < −ω0, the particular solution Ap is close to the attracting
QSS for all µ ∈ (−ω0,−δ].
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2.3 Tracking the particular solutions near the repelling QSS

In this section, we track the solutions with initial data given at µ0 ≤ −ω0 beyond the instantaneous
Hopf bifurcation point at µ = 0 into the regime where µ > 0. We show that for any µ ∈ [δ, ω0]
these solutions are close to the repelling QSS at all points x. We use the method of stationary
phase, as well as steepest descents, taking advantage of the saddle point at µ̃ = −iω0 in (2.7).

µ0
<latexit sha1_base64="6t2jAX9Odh8VYJgq4U2MeP9MNg8=">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</latexit>

�!0
<latexit sha1_base64="+80NGXakjyJhjDukHb1rAdzsDLw=">AAACUHicbVHJbhQxEK0ettBsCRxzsRghcQgjdwKCYyRyyAUlSJkkaHo0cnuqO1a8yXZHjKz+Cq7kp3LjT7iBZ4lEEkqy/Pyqyn71XFkpfKD0V9a7d//Bw0drj/MnT589f7G+8fLYm9ZxHHIjjTutmEcpNA6DCBJPrUOmKokn1fnnef7kAp0XRh+FmcWxYo0WteAsJOrbu9IobNiETtb7dEAXQe6CYgX6sIrDyUZWlFPDW4U6cMm8HxXUhnFkLgguscvL1qNl/Jw1OEpQM4V+HBeKO/ImMVNSG5eWDmTB/tsRmfJ+pqpUqVg487dzc/J/uVEb6k/jKLRtA2q+fKhuJQmGzMcnU+GQBzlLgHEnklbCz5hjPCST8rzcwzSMwy/p4gOLjgXjYonWd7G8SLz1Qhrd5Tf0fF8OlZdTrNM3LE6xcbqLrqm6SLfo4MMWTU3J5OK2pXfB8fag2Blsf33f3yUru9dgE17DWyjgI+zCPhzCEDgo+AE/4TK7yn5nf3rZsvR6h1dwI3r5X/3cswo=</latexit>

µ
<latexit sha1_base64="2XKahfPKzc37ZlIgt8C8z6+SY2s=">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</latexit>

�!0
<latexit sha1_base64="+80NGXakjyJhjDukHb1rAdzsDLw=">AAACUHicbVHJbhQxEK0ettBsCRxzsRghcQgjdwKCYyRyyAUlSJkkaHo0cnuqO1a8yXZHjKz+Cq7kp3LjT7iBZ4lEEkqy/Pyqyn71XFkpfKD0V9a7d//Bw0drj/MnT589f7G+8fLYm9ZxHHIjjTutmEcpNA6DCBJPrUOmKokn1fnnef7kAp0XRh+FmcWxYo0WteAsJOrbu9IobNiETtb7dEAXQe6CYgX6sIrDyUZWlFPDW4U6cMm8HxXUhnFkLgguscvL1qNl/Jw1OEpQM4V+HBeKO/ImMVNSG5eWDmTB/tsRmfJ+pqpUqVg487dzc/J/uVEb6k/jKLRtA2q+fKhuJQmGzMcnU+GQBzlLgHEnklbCz5hjPCST8rzcwzSMwy/p4gOLjgXjYonWd7G8SLz1Qhrd5Tf0fF8OlZdTrNM3LE6xcbqLrqm6SLfo4MMWTU3J5OK2pXfB8fag2Blsf33f3yUru9dgE17DWyjgI+zCPhzCEDgo+AE/4TK7yn5nf3rZsvR6h1dwI3r5X/3cswo=</latexit>
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Figure 3: The contour Cr = Cr1
⋃
Cr2

⋃
Cr3

⋃
Cr4 in the complex µ̃ plane.

We fix an arbitrary value of µ ∈ [δ, ω0]. We consider the contour Cr = Cr1
⋃
Cr2

⋃
Cr3

⋃
Cr4,

where Cr1 = [µ0,−ω0]; Cr2 is the segment of the Stokes line µ̃I = −µ̃R−ω0 from −ω0 down to the
saddle point at −iω0; Cr3 consists of the segment of the Stokes line µ̃I = µ̃R − ω0 from the saddle
point at −iω0 up to the point qr =

√
ω0µ+ i(

√
ω0µ−ω0), for this fixed value of µ; and, Cr4 consists

of the segment of the steepest ascent curve ψ = −ω0µ from qr up to the point µ. See Figure 3.
We take any solution Bp with µ0 ≤ −ω0 on or near the attracting QSS, and we track it along

Cr to the fixed value µ. At that point, the solution is

Bp(x, µ) = Ir1 + Ir2 + Ir3 + Ir4, where

Iri =
1√
ε

∫

Cri

g(x, µ− µ̃)e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2dµ̃, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, δ ≤ µ ≤ ω0.
(2.16)

The integral Ir1 along the segment Cr1 = [µ0,−ω0] may be evaluated in the same manner as used
for the integral (2.13). However, here µ ∈ [δ, ω0] and the Taylor expansion is about µ̃ = −ω0,

Ir1 =

{√
ε

2ω0
(1 + i)g(x, µ+ ω0) +O

(
ε

3
2

)}
e
iω20
ε . (2.17)

Next, we parametrise Cr2 by µ̃R, with µ̃I(µ̃R) = −(µ̃R + ω0), and µ̃R : −ω0 → 0. Hence,
−1

2(µ̃ + iω0)2 = iµ̃2
R for all µ̃ on Cr2. It is purely imaginary, corresponding to the fact that Cr2

lies on a Stokes line φ = 0. Hence, for each µ̃ on Cr2, the integrand is of the form to which the

method of stationary phase applies, namely g · e iεh(µ̃R) with h(µ̃R) = µ̃2
R. Moreover, the end point

µ̃ = −iω0 of Cr2 (µ̃R = 0) is a point of stationary phase, since h′(0) = 0 and h′′(0) = 2 6= 0, and
it is the only such point along Cr2. [For the general method in which an end point is a saddle (or
turning) point, see for example Section 4.1 of [46], especially formula (4.14).]
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Applying the method of stationary phase, we insert the parametrisation of Cr2, use ν̃ = −µ̃R,
Taylor expand about ν̃ = 0 (i.e., µ̃ = −iω0), and observe that the dominant contribution asymp-
totically comes from the point of stationary phase at the saddle,

Ir2 =
1√
ε

∫ 0

−ω0

g(x, µ− [µ̃R − i(µ̃R + ω0)])e
i
ε
µ̃2R(1− i)dµ̃R

=
1√
ε

(1− i)
∫ ω0

0
g(x, µ+ [ν̃ + i(−ν̃ + ω0)])e

i
ε
ν̃2dν̃

=
1√
ε

(1− i)g(x, µ+ iω0)

∫ ω0

0
(1 +O(ν̃))e

i
ε
ν̃2dν̃

=

√
π

2h′′(0)
e
iπ
4 (1− i)g(x, µ+ iω0) +O(

√
ε)

=

√
π

2
g(x, µ+ iω0) +O(

√
ε), for any µ ∈ [δ, ω0].

(2.18)

This leading order term in Ir2 will turn out to be half of the leading order term in the total integral
for Bp(x, µ) for each µ ∈ [δ, ω0].

Next, we show that Ir3 gives the other half of the leading order term in Bp. By the definition

of Cr3, for any µ ∈ [δ, ω0], we have Ir3 = 1√
ε

∫ qr
−iω0

g(x, µ − µ̃)e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2dµ̃. We also use µ̃R to

parametrise the segment Cr3 as µ̃I = µ̃R − ω0, now with µ̃R : 0 → √ω0µ. Hence, −1
2(µ̃ + iω0)2 =

−iµ̃2
R along Cr3; and, for each µ̃ on Cr3, the integral is also of the form to which the method

of stationary phase applies, namely g · e iε h̃(µ̃R), with h̃(µ̃R) = −µ̃2
R. Moreover, the initial point

µ̃ = −iω0 of Cr3 (µ̃R = 0) is a point of stationary phase, since h̃′(0) = 0 and h̃′′(0) = −2 6= 0, and
it is the only such point along Cr3. We find

Ir3 =
1√
ε

∫ √ω0µ

0
g(x, µ− [µ̃R + i(µ̃R − ω0)])e−

i
ε
µ̃2R(1 + i)dµ̃R

=
1√
ε
g(x, µ+ iω0)

∫ √ω0µ

0
e−

i
ε
µ̃2R(1 +O(µ̃R))(1 + i)dµ̃R

=

√
π

2|h̃′′(0)|
g(x, µ+ iω0)e−

iπ
4 (1 + i) +O(

√
ε)

=

√
π

2
g(x, µ+ iω0) +O(

√
ε), for any µ ∈ [δ, ω0].

(2.19)

Finally, we calculate Ir4. Implicitly parametrise Cr4 using σ,

Cr4 : −1

2
(µ̃+ iω0)2 = −1

2
(µ+ iω0)2 + σ.

The parameter σ starts from −1
2(ω2

0 − µ2) at the point qr and increases monotonically along Cr4
to zero at the point µ. The explicit representation is

µ̃(σ) = −iω0 +
[
(µ+ iω0)2 − 2σ

] 1
2 .

The integration along Cr4 follows in a manner similar to that along Ca2 in Appendix A, except
that here one starts at qr and also here µ > 0,

Ir4 =
√
εe−

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2
∫ 0

− 1
2

(ω2
0−µ2)

g(x, µ+ iω0 − [(µ+ iω0)2 − 2σ]
1
2 )e

σ
ε
[
(µ+ iω0)2 − 2σ

]− 1
2 dσ.
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Then, with a similar Taylor expansion, one finds

Ir4 =

[
−
√
εIa(x)

µ+ iω0
+ ε

3
2

(
Ia(x) + d(µ+ iω0)Ia

′′(x)

(µ+ iω0)3

)
+O

(
ε

5
2

(µ+ iω0)5

)]
e−

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 . (2.20)

Summing (2.17), (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20), we have

Bp(x, µ) = Ir1 + Ir2 + Ir3 + Ir4

=

[
−
√
εIa(x)

µ+ iω0
+ ε

3
2

(
Ia(x) + d(µ+ iω0)Ia

′′(x)

(µ+ iω0)3

)]
e−

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2

+O
(
ε

5
2 e−

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2

(µ+ iω0)5

)
+
√

2πg(x, µ+ iω0) +O(
√
ε), for δ ≤ µ ≤ ω0.

(2.21)

Finally, we translate the formula back to the A equation using (2.2),

Ap(x, µ) = −√ε Ia(x)

µ+ iω0
+ ε

3
2

(
Ia(x) + d(µ+ iω0)Ia

′′(x)

(µ+ iω0)3

)
+O

(
ε

5
2

(µ+ iω0)5

)

+
(√

2πg(x, µ+ iω0) +O(
√
ε)
)
e

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 , for δ ≤ µ ≤ ω0.

(2.22)

The first and second terms are precisely the leading order terms in the expansion of the repelling
QSS for the linear CGL (cf. (1.2), where the QSSs are given for the cubic CGL equation). The
third term contains the higher order terms in the asymptotic expansion of the repelling QSS, and
continued integration by parts will yield them.

The fourth term is exponentially small for µ ∈ [δ, ω0−K εr), for some K > 0 and any 0 < r < 1.
It is a classic Stokes type term. This term is not in the expansion (2.15) of the attracting QSS (on
µ < −δ) to all orders or in the expansion of the repelling QSS (on µ > δ) to all orders. Rather, it is

beyond all orders, O
(
e−

ω20
2 ε

)
, arising naturally from tracking solutions on (and near) the attracting

QSS along a contour over the saddle point in the complex µ plane and into the regime of Re(µ) > 0.
It is a measure of the exponentially small distance between the attracting and repelling QSS at
µ = 0. In Section 3, we will determine when it becomes O(1) (and then exponentially large).

Overall, therefore, formulas (2.15) and (2.22) give the asymptotics of solutions Ap(x, µ) for all
µ ∈ (−ω0,−δ] and all µ ∈ [δ, ω0], respectively. They show that, for all x, the solutions of the linear
CGL equation with Gevrey regular data A0(x) given at any µ0 ≤ −ω0 are near the attracting QSS
until the Hopf bifurcation; and then, once µ̃ has become positive, they remain near the repelling
QSS at least until µ̃ = ω0 to leading order. This completes the analysis of this subsection. Note
that the solutions are also close to the QSS on (−δ, δ), as shown in Appendix B.

3 The space-time buffer curve

In this section, we track the particular solution Bp(x, µ) (and hence also Ap(x, µ) via (2.2)) from
the initial time µ0, satisfying µ0 ≤ −ω0, to an x-dependent, maximal value of µ, beyond µ = ω0.
For each x, this maximal value, labeled µstbc(x), denotes the space-dependent value of µ at which
|Ap(x, µ)| = 1, i.e., at which the real part of the space-time dependent phase of Ap first vanishes.
To leading order, the space-dependent time Ap(x, µ) is exponentially small for µ ∈ (µ0, µstbc(x))
and then transitions to being exponentially large for µ > µstbc(x). Hence, at each x, µstbc(x) is
the maximum of µ for which solutions with initial data at µ0 ≤ −ω0 can remain near the repelling
QSS. We label the union of µstbc(x) over all x as the space-time buffer curve.
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3.1 Derivation of the space-time buffer curve, µstbc(x)

From the result of Section 2.3, we know that the curve lies to the right of µ = ω0, since solutions
with µ0 ≤ −ω0 remain close to the repelling QSS at least until µ = ω0 to leading order at all points
x. To track the solutions past this value, we again deform the contour in the complex µ plane,
taking advantage of the saddle point at µ̃ = −iω0 in (2.7). Several of the calculations needed here
follow directly from those performed above.

µ0
<latexit sha1_base64="6t2jAX9Odh8VYJgq4U2MeP9MNg8=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4: The contour C = C1 ∪ C2 ∪ C3 ∪ C4 in the complex µ̃ plane.

Let the contour
C = C1

⋃
C2

⋃
C3

⋃
C4

consist of the following four segments: C1 = [µ0,−ω0], along the negative real axis; C2 is the
segment of the Stokes line µ̃I = −µ̃R−ω0 from −ω0 down to the saddle at −iω0; C3 is the segment
of the other Stokes line µ̃I = µ̃R − ω0 from the saddle at −iω0 up to ω0; and, C4 = [ω0, µstbc(x)),
along the positive real axis. See Figure 4. Note that C1 = Cr1 and C2 = Cr2.

From (2.6)(a) and the composition of the contour C, one finds for any arbitrary time µ on C4,

Bp(x, µ) = I1 + I2 + I3 + I4, where

Ij =
1√
ε

∫

Cj

g(x, µ− µ̃)e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2dµ̃, j = 1, 2, 3,

I4 =
1√
ε

∫ µ

ω0

g(x, µ− µ̃)e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2dµ̃, µ ∈ C4.

(3.1)

For each j, the value of µ in the integrand along Cj is the same fixed value on C4.
Here, since C1 = Cr1, one finds by recalling (2.17),

I1 = Ir1 =
√
εe

iω20
ε

(
1 + i

2ω0

)
g(x, µ+ ω0) +O(ε

3
2 ). (3.2)

Next, since C2 = Cr,2, one finds by recalling (2.18),

I2 = Ir2 =

√
π

2
g(x, µ+ iω0) +O(

√
ε). (3.3)
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Then, from the definition of C3, we have

I3 =
1√
ε

∫ ω0

−iω0

g(x, µ− µ̃)e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2dµ̃.

This integral may be evaluated in the same manner using stationary phase as that in Ir3, except
here one integrates all the way up to ω0 (instead of stopping at qr),

I3 =
1√
ε

∫ ω0

0
g(x, µ− [µ̃R + i(µ̃R − ω0)])e−

i
ε
µ̃2R(1 + i)dµ̃R

=

√
π

2
g(x, µ+ iω0) +O(

√
ε).

(3.4)

The contribution along the segment C4 is I4 = 1√
ε

∫ µ
ω0
g(x, µ − µ̃)e−

1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2dµ̃. The contour

integral may be estimated in a manner similar to that used along C1,

|I4| ≤ O(
√
ε). (3.5)

Then, substituting the results for I1, I2, I3, and I4 (see (3.2) – (3.5)) into (3.1), we find

Bp(x, µ) =
√

2πg(x, µ+ iω0) +O(
√
ε), for any µ ∈ C4. (3.6)

This represents the particular solution valid for all µ on C4.
Finally, using the change of variables (2.2), we see from (3.6) that the particular solution of the

linear CGL equation (2.1) with µ0 ≤ −ω0 is

Ap(x, µ) =
(√

2πg(x, µ+ iω0) +O(
√
ε)
)
e

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 , for µ ∈ C4. (3.7)

Therefore, one finds that |Ap(x, µ)| = 1 to leading order along the curve µstbc(x) defined by

{
(µstbc(x), x)| Re

(
ln(
√

2πg(x, µstbc(x) + iω0)) +
1

2 ε
(µstbc(x) + iω0)2

)
= 0

}
. (3.8)

This is the space-time buffer curve, where the real part of the argument of the space-time-dependent
phase in the exponential function in (3.7) vanishes, to leading order. It marks the transition between
Ap being exponentially small for µ ∈ (µ0, µstbc(x)), to it being exponentially large for µ > µstbc(x).
Moreover, to leading order, the implicit form of the analytical formula is

(µstbc(x))2 = ω2
0 − ε ln(2π)− 2 ε ln |g(x, µstbc(x) + iω0)| . (3.9)

In summary, formula (3.8) defines the space-time buffer curve, and (3.9) gives the leading order
asymptotics for solutions of (2.1) with any µ0 ≤ −ω0 and the source terms Ia(x) considered here.

Remark. In the limit |d| → 0, the PDE (1.1) reduces to a one-parameter family of ODEs in
time, in which x is the parameter through Ia(x). Here, we briefly show that, in this limit, the
space-time buffer curve of the PDE (3.8) reduces to the buffer point of the x-dependent ODE. In
fact, in this limit, the fundamental solution of the heat equation approaches a delta function, and
Ah(x, µ) → A0(x)e

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2−(µ0+iω0)2 . Then, (2.6) and (3.7) imply g(x, µ − µ̃) → Ia(x), for all

O(1) values µ− µ̃, and Ap(x, µ) =
(√

2πIa(x) +O(
√
ε)
)
e

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 , as |d| → 0. Hence, at each x,
Ap(x, µ) is the same as the solution of the corresponding x-dependent Shishkova ODE. Therefore, at
each point, the space-time buffer curve reduces to ω0, which is the buffer point of the x-dependent
ODE. See [31, 47, 58] for the general theory of DHB and buffer points in analytic ODEs.
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3.2 Examples of the space-time buffer curve, µstbc(x)

To study the space-time buffer curve (3.8), we give three examples, involving different types of
source terms: uni-modal (Gaussian), spatially-periodic, and smoothed step function. The first
example consists of the PDE (1.1) with a Gaussian source term,

IG(x) = e
−x2
4σ , σ > 0. (3.10)

Gaussian source terms are simple models for spatially-localized sources in R-D equations, such as
the amplitude of a light-source in chemical pattern formation, the refractive index of waveguides
in nonlinear optics, and spatially-localized electrical currents applied to arrays of nerve cells.

Figure 5: Re(A(x, µ)) obtained from (1.1) with source term IG(x). In the green region, the solution lies
close to the repelling QSS. Superimposed is the black space-time buffer curve obtained by solving (3.8) with
g given by (3.11). The oscillations commence just before the space-time buffer curve, where they have small
amplitude. Beyond it, the oscillations have large amplitude, since the amplitude of the stable limit cycles
is large by this time. The maxima and minima of the oscillations propagate to the center of the interval,
toward x = 0, where they disappear. (The phase velocities and group velocities of the periodic waves are
calculated in Section 11.2, where the nature of the defect is studied.) The instantaneous Hopf bifurcation
occurs at µ = 0 to leading order at all x. Here, ε = 0.01, ω0 = 1

2 , dR = 3, dI = 1, α = 0, and σ = 1
4 . The

initial data at µ0 = −1.5 is A0(x) = −√ε IG(x)
µ0+iω0

. Examples with other initial data are presented below.

For µ0 ≤ µ̃ < µ, we find from (2.6)(b) that

g(x, µ− µ̃) =

√
σ

d(µ− µ̃) + σ
e

−x2
4(d(µ−µ̃)+σ) . (3.11)

The function g is analytic along the contour C and in a neighbourhood of it, except at the branch
point and along the cut. Application of the general formula (3.6) for µ on C4 yields

Bp(x, µ) =

√
2πσ

d(µ+ iω0) + σ
exp

[ −x2

4(d(µ+ iω0) + σ)

]
+O(

√
ε).

Translating back using (2.2), we find for all µ on C4,

Ap(x, µ) =

(√
2πσ

d(µ+ iω0) + σ
exp

[ −x2

4(d(µ+ iω0) + σ)

]
+O(

√
ε)

)
e

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 . (3.12)

Therefore, by condition (3.8), µstbc(x) is given implicitly to leading order by

µ2 = ω2
0+

ε x2(dRµ− dIω0 + σ)

2 ((dRµ− dIω0 + σ)2 + (dRω0 + dIµ)2)
−ε ln(2πσ)+

ε

2
ln((dRµ−dIω0+σ)2+(dRω0+dIµ)2),

(3.13)
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provided

Re

(
d(µ+ iω0) + σ

d(µ+ iω0)

)
≥ 0.

Condition (3.8) implicitly defines the space-time buffer curve (µstbc(x), x) along which |Ap| = 1 for
Gaussian sources in (1.1).

Figure 5 illustrates this result. For 0 < µ < µstbc(x), the solution is exponentially close to
the repelling QSS. Then, at each x, the solution diverges from the repelling QSS there, and the
post-DHB oscillations set in, as soon as µ is µstbc(x) to leading order for that x. Overall, (3.13) and
the results presented in Figure 5 show that x = 0 is the minimum of µstbc(x), and the solution first
diverges from the repelling QSS there. Then, as |x| increases, µstbc(x) increases, quadratically near
the tip. Hence, the duration of the DHB (i.e., the time when the solution leaves a neighborhood
of the repelling QSS) grows quadratically with |x| near the tip.

Figure 6: Re(A(x, µ)) obtained from (1.1) with the error function source term Ierf(x), Iave = 0.5, and
Ie = 0.125. The black space-time buffer curve is super-imposed, showing that it gives, to leading order,
the time of onset of the oscillations at all points x in the domain. Here, the initial data at µ0 = −1 is

A0(x) = −√ε Ierf (x)µ0+iω0
, and the parameter values are ε = 0.01, ω0 = 0.5, α = 0, dR = 1, and dI = 0.

The second example of the space-time buffer curve is given by a smoothed step function,

Ierf(x) = Iave + Ieerf(x), (3.14)

with Iave > Ie > 0. (The error function is erf(x) = 2√
π

∫ x
0 e
−t2dt, and erf(−x) = −erf(x).) This

is a simple form for R-D systems in which there is (approximately) piecewise constant input, with
some portion of the domain receiving one level (Iave + Ie) and a complementary part receiving a
different level (Iave − Ie), with a smooth transition in between. By (2.6)(b), one finds

g(x, µ− µ̃) = Iave + Ieerf

(
x√

1 + 4d(µ− µ̃)

)
, (3.15)

see for example [49], provided that the argument of the error function lies in (−π
4 ,

π
4 ). Hence, by

(3.8), the space-time buffer curve for (1.1) with Ierf(x) is to leading order

(µstbc(x))2 = ω2
0 − 2 ε ln

(
Iave + Ieerf

(
x√

1 + 4d(µstbc(x) + iω0)

))
− ε ln(2π). (3.16)

See Figure 6. Small-amplitude oscillations set in just before µstbc(x). Then, at each point x, the
amplitude of the oscillations becomes large as soon as µ reaches µstbc(x), to leading order.
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The third example of the space-time buffer curve consists of a spatially periodic source term,

Iper(x) = p1 + p2 cos(x), (3.17)

with p1 > p2 > 0, O(1) independent of ε. Spatially-periodic forcing arises in various pattern
formation problems, see for instance [19, 28]. From the general definition (2.6)(b) of g, one finds

g(x, µ− µ̃) =
1√

4πd(µ− µ̃)

∫

R
e
− (x−y)2

4d(µ−µ̃) (p1 + p2 cos(y))dy = p1 + p2e
−d(µ−µ̃) cos(x). (3.18)

Now, with this elementary form of g, the integral (2.6)(a) for Bp(x, µ) may be evaluated in closed
form in this example. Specifically, recalling (2.2), we find that the particular solution is

Ap(x, µ) =

√
π

2
p1

[
erf

(
µ+ iω0√

2 ε

)
− erf

(
µ0 + iω0√

2 ε

)]
e

(µ+iω0)
2

2 ε

+

√
π

2
p2 cos(x)

[
erf

(
µ+ iω0 − ε d√

2 ε

)
− erf

(
µ0 + iω0 − ε d√

2 ε

)]
e

(µ+iω0−ε d)
2

2 ε .

(3.19)

The space-time buffer curve, derived from this exact solution, is shown in Figure 7. There is good
agreement with the onset of oscillations observed numerically in the cubic CGL (1.1).

Figure 7: Re(A) for the solution of (1.1) with the spatially-periodic source term, Iper(x), p1 = 1
3 , and

p2 = 1
4 . The space-time buffer curve obtained by setting |Ap(x, µ)| =

√
ε is super-imposed (black curve).

Time series at x = 5π (a local minimum of Iper(x)) and x = 6π (a local maximum) are also shown. The

initial data at µ0 = −1 is A0(x) = −√ε Iper(x)
µ0+iω0

. Here, ε = 0.01, ω0 = 0.75, α = 0, dR = 1, and dI = 0.

The space-time buffer curve in this case is determined by the condition |Ap(x, µ)| = √ε instead
of the usual |Ap(x, µ)| = 1 criterion. This choice was made because whilst the nonlinear terms in
the cubic CGL equation do not affect the onset of the oscillations, they do influence the spatial
phase of the oscillations. In this case of a periodic source term, the cubic nonlinearities induce a
phase shift in space causing the buffer curve derived from |Ap(x, µ)| = 1 to be π units out of phase
in the x-direction with the numerically observed onset. By setting the space-time buffer criterion
to be |Ap(x, µ)| = √ε, the contribution from the nonlinearities to the phase shift is still small, and
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hence there is better agreement between the space-time buffer curve prediction and the onset of
large-amplitude oscillations in the numerically-calculated solutions of (1.1).

Remark. For this example with a periodic source term, we have derived the space-time buffer curve
above from the exact, closed form expression for the particular solution Ap, (3.19). One may also
find the leading order asymptotics using (3.8). In fact, recalling (3.7), we see that the leading order

term in the particular solution for each µ on C4 is Ap(x, µ) = (
√

2πg(x, µ+iω0)+O(
√
ε))e

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 ,
with g given by (3.18). Hence, to leading order, the space-time buffer curve is given implicitly by
(µstbc(x))2 = ω2

0 − ε ln(2π) + 2 ε ln
∣∣p1 + p2e

−d(µstbc(x)+iω0) cos(x)
∣∣ .

4 The homogeneous exit time curve, µh(x)

In this section, we study the homogeneous component, Ah(x, µ), of the solution of the linear CGL
PDE (2.1). The main result is the homogeneous exit time curve, along which |Ah(x, µ)| = 1, i.e.,
where Ah transitions from being exponentially small to large. We label it as µh(x).

Recalling the change of variables (2.2), we see that formula (2.5) gives

Ah(x, µ) =
e

1
2 ε((µ+iω0)2−(µ0+iω0)2)
√

4πd(µ− µ0)

∫

R
e
−(x−y)2
4d(µ−µ0)A0(y)dy, for µ > µ0. (4.1)

The integral in (4.1) can be evaluated for many different types of bounded initial data A0(x).
Moreover, the function Ah(x, µ) is bounded for µ ∈ (µ0,−µ0) and, for our examples, also analytic
in a region of the complex plane about this interval, excluding the branch point and cut.

Figure 8: Re(A) of the solution obtained from the direct numerical simulation of (1.1) with ω0 = 1 and

source term IG(x) = e−
x2

4σ , σ = 1
4 . The initial data A0(x) = −√ε IG(x)

µ0+iω0
is given at µ0 = −0.2. For each

x, the solution stays near the repelling QSS (green region) for a long time past the instantaneous Hopf
bifurcation at µ = 0. Then, the exit time from a neighbourhood of the repelling QSS is x-dependent. In
the center, it is given by (4.3) (red curve), where µh(x) < µstbc(x). In contrast, for x outside this interval,
µstbc(x) comes first, and the space-time buffer curve (3.8) (black curve) determines the exit time. The inset
shows a magnification for µ > 1.8. The convex hull given by (x, µ = min(µh(x), µstbc(x))) agrees to leading
order with the onset of oscillations for all x. Here, ε = 0.01, ω0 = 1, α = 0.6, dR = 1, dI = 0.

To give a first illustration, we choose A0(x) = −
√
εIa(x)

µ0+iω0
, which is the leading order term in the

attracting QSS, and we use the Gaussian source IG(x) = e−
x2

4σ . (Examples with more general initial
data and with other source terms will be given in Section 5.) The integral in (4.1) yields

Ah(x, µ) = −
( √

ε

µ0 + iω0

)
e

1
2 ε [(µ+iω0)2−(µ0+iω0)2]

√
σ

d(µ− µ0) + σ
e
− x2

4(d(µ−µ0)+σ) . (4.2)
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Hence, the argument of the total exponential in Ah depends on both x and µ. Setting |Ah(x, µ)| = 1,
we find that for µ > 0 the exit time µh(x) is given implicitly by

(µh(x))2 = µ2
0 +

ε x2 [dR(µh(x)− µ0) + σ]

2
[
(dR(µh(x)− µ0) + σ)2 + d2

I(µh(x)− µ0)2
] , (4.3)

where to leading order µh(x) = −µ0. This curve is the homogeneous exit time curve, µh(x). The
logarithmic terms at O(ε) are not reported here, but may be calculated as in Section 3.2.

Figure 8 reveals the role played by the (red) curve (4.3) in determining the exit time (and the
time of onset of oscillations) for solutions of the cubic CGL with Gaussian source term. There is a
central interval about x = 0 on which µh(x) < µstbc(x). On this interval, the homogeneous solution
Ah with the given initial data switches from being exponentially small to being exponentially large
before the particular solution Ap does so for this source. Hence, it determines the exit time (and
the time of onset of the oscillations) there. See the red curve in Figure 8. In contrast, for x outside
this interval, the situation is reversed, with µstbc(x) occurring first. Hence, at all points x outside
this interval, the exit time (and onset time for the oscillations) is determined by the space-time
buffer curve µstbc(x) given by (3.8). See the black curve in Figure 8 and the inset.

5 The main cases of DHB: one case for each different type of
outcome in the competition between which of Ap and Ah ceases
to be exponentially small first

From the analysis in Sections 3 and 4, we see that at each point x there is a competition between
which of µstbc(x) and µh(x) comes first, i.e., between which component, Ap(x, µ) or Ah(x, µ),
transitions first from being exponentially small to exponentially large. Moreover, the formulas
(3.9) and (4.3) for µstbc(x) and µh(x) show that these times depend on key parameters, ω0 and ε,
the initial data A0(x) and time µ0, as well as on the form of Ia(x).

In this section, we analyze both of these functions and determine various possible outcomes of
the competition. Each different type of outcome leads to a distinct type of delayed Hopf bifurcation
(DHB). We begin in Subsection 5.1 with cases of DHB that arise for solutions of (1.1) with initial
data given at any µ0 ≤ −ω0. Then, in Subsection 5.2, we present a main case of DHB that arises
for solutions of (1.1) with initial data given at any −ω0 < µ0 ≤ −δ, where δ > 0 is a small, O(1)
constant. Also, we illustrate all of these cases of DHB using the different types of source terms
introduced in Section 3: Gaussian, spatially-periodic, and smoothed step function.

5.1 Cases 1-3 of DHB for solutions with initial data given at µ0 ≤ −ω0

For solutions of (1.1) with initial data given at µ0 ≤ −ω0, the competition between Ap and Ah
can have three possible outcomes depending on which ceases to be exponentially small first. These
correspond to the following three cases of DHB:

Case 1 of DHB. µstbc(x) < µh(x) for all x ∈ [−`, `]. In this case, the parameters ω0 and ε,
the initial data A0(x) and time µ0, and the source term Ia(x) are such that Ap(x, µ) ceases to
be exponentially small first, before Ah(x, µ) does, for all x, i.e., Ah(x, µstbc(x)) is exponentially
small at all points x. Hence, the full solution A is exponentially close to the repelling QSS until
µ = µstbc(x) to leading order, and the duration of the DHB and the time of onset of the oscillations,
µstbc(x), is determined completely by Ap on the entire domain.
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Case 1 of DHB is illustrated in Figures 5, 6, and 7, for the Gaussian, spatially-periodic, and
smoothed step function source terms, respectively. For the Gaussian source term (with the Gaussian
initial data), one finds that µstbc(x) < µh(x) for all x ∈ [−`, `]. This is consistent with formulas
(3.12) and (3.13) derived above for µstbc(x) and with formula (4.3) for µh(x). See Figure 5.

Next, for the error function source term, Ierf(x) and the initial data used above, one finds

Ah(x, µ) =
−√ε

(µ0 + iω0)
e−

1
2 ε

(µ0+iω0)2

[
Iave + Ieerf

(
x√

1 + 4d(µ− µ0)

)]
. (5.1)

Now, the homogeneous exit time curve µh(x) is obtained directly by setting |Ah(x, µ)| = 1 with
the exact solution. Hence, recalling that µstbc(x) is given by setting |Ap(x, µ)| = 1 with g given
exactly by (3.15), we see that µstbc(x) < µh(x) for all x ∈ [−`, `]. There is again good quantitative
agreement between the leading order space-time buffer curve and the numerically observed onset
of the large-amplitude oscillations, as shown in Figure 6.

The third example of Case 1 of DHB is given by the simulation with the spatially-periodic

source term, Iper(x), and initial data A0(x) = −√ε Iper(x)
µ0+iω0

. The homogeneous solution is Ah(x, µ) =√
2e−d(µ−µ0)exp

[
1

2 ε

(
(µ+ iω0)2 − (µ0 + iω0)2

)]
cos(x). Hence, the homogeneous exit time curve is

µh(x) = −µ0 to leading order, which is derived from this exact solution. There are also O(ε)
corrections, which are periodic in space. Then, from (3.19), we see that µstbc(x) < µh(x) for all
points on the domain. See Figure 7.

Case 2 of DHB. µstbc(x) < µh(x) for some intervals of points x on [−`, `], and µh(x) <
µstbc(x) on the complementary intervals. This case arises when the parameters ω0 and ε,
the initial data A0(x) and time µ0, and the source term Ia(x) are such that µstbc(x) < µh(x) at
some, but not all, points x, and µh(x) < µstbc(x) on the complementary intervals, even though
ω0 < −µ0. Here, Ap first causes the solution to diverge from the repelling QSS at points x
where µstbc(x) < µh(x), before the homogeneous component Ah can do so. On the complementary
intervals, where µh(x) < µstbc(x), the homogeneous solution stops being exponentially small first,
and hence Ah(x, µ) determines the DHB.

Figure 9: Illustration of DHB in Case 2 showing Re(A(x, µ)) obtained from (1.1) with IG(x). The initial
data is given at time µ0 = −1.2. For |x| . 37.1, µstbc(x) < −µ0 = +1.2. Hence, the space-time buffer curve
given by the particular solution determines the exit time to leading order for these points x. In contrast,
for |x| & 37.1, µstbc(x) > −µ0 = +1.2, so that for these x the exit time is determined to leading order by
Ah(x, µ). Here, ε = 0.01, ω0 = 1

2 , dR = 3, dI = 1, α = 0.6, and A0(x) = cos
(
10πx
`

)
with ` = 50. Similar

results are obtained for other initial data.

An example of DHB in Case 2 is presented in Figure 9. Here, the source term is IG(x) = e−
x2

4σ

with σ = 1
4 , and the initial data at µ0 = −1.2 is A0(x) = cos

(
nπx
`

)
, with n = 10 and ` = 50. For this
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Figure 10: On a finite domain, the parameter ε changes the width of space-time buffer curve. Here, we
fix the values of all of the parameters (except ε) to be the same as in Figure 9. Then, in comparison with
Figure 9 where ε = 0.01, we observe that (a) for ε = 0.025 the space-time buffer curve is narrower, since
at any point x the duration of the DHB µstbc(x) increases as ε gets larger, by (3.9). Conversely, (b) for
ε = 0.005, the space-time buffer curve is wider, since at any point x the duration of the DHB µstbc(x)
decreases as ε gets smaller. In fact, for this smaller value of ε, µstbc(x) < µh(x) for all x on the domain, and
the solution has shifted over to being in Case 1 of DHB with this domain.

initial condition, we find Ah(x, µ) =
√

2e−
dn2π2

`2
(µ−µ0)exp

[
1

2 ε

(
(µ+ iω0)2 − (µ0 + iω0)2

)]
cos
(
nπx
`

)
.

Hence, we find µh(x) directly from this exact solution.
We observe that µstbc(x) = −µ0 at |x| ≈ 37.1. Here, to leading order, the competition is a

tie. For |x| . 37.1, µstbc(x) < µh(x), so that the space-time buffer curve (3.13) predicts when
the solutions diverge from the repelling QSS and begin to oscillate. In contrast, for all |x| & 37.1,
µh(x) < µstbc(x), i.e., Ah first ceases to be exponentially small, while Ap remains exponentially
small. Hence, for |x| & 37.1, the solution diverges from the repelling QSS as µ reaches µh(x) ∼ −µ0,
to leading order. See Figure 9.

On the outer intervals, the source term IG(x) is essentially zero (below round-off in the simu-
lations). Hence, the cubic CGL PDE is effectively symmetric under A → Aeiθ (θ real), including
under A→ −A (θ = π) here. Hence, to leading order, it has a symmetric way-in way-out function,
so the homogeneous exit time is −µ0, to leading order at these x. Here, the amount of credit built
up as µ increases from −µ0 to zero and the solution spirals toward the attracting QSS exponentially
is exactly spent as µ increases from zero to −µ0, and the solution spirals away exponentially from
the repelling QSS. Simulations with other values of µ0 in (−1.5,−0.5) and with other initial data
show similar results for µstbc(x) and µh(x), with the onset being determined by µstbc(x) in the
central portion of the domain and by µh(x) in the outer portions.

The parameter ε plays an important role in determining the width of µstbc(x), and hence whether
a solution on a finite domain exhibits Case 2 or Case 1 of DHB. This is illustrated in Figure 10.

Finally, for DHB in Case 2 with a Gaussian source term, we observe that there is a difference
between the spatio-temporal dynamics of the large-amplitude oscillations in A(x, µ) which are
observed in the central portion of the domain after the space-time buffer curve µstbc(x) is crossed
and those which arise in the outer portions of the interval [−`, `], after the homogeneous exit time
curve µh(x) is crossed. In the central portion (where Ap first becomes exponentially large, which is
on |x| . 37.1 in Figure 9), the large-amplitude oscillations propagate spatially, initially to x = 0 and
then outward, away from x = 0 for most µ (µ & 0.8 in Figure 9). In contrast, outside the central
portion (where Ah first becomes exponentially large i.e., where µh(x) < µstbc(x)), the oscillations
do not propagate spatially. Moreover, at the interfaces (e.g., at |x| ∼ 37.1 in the figure), the
outward propagating pulses get absorbed by the regime in which the oscillations do not propagate.
The spatio-temporal dynamics of the post-DHB oscillations is discussed briefly in 11.2.
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Case 3 of DHB. µh(x) < µstbc(x) for all x ∈ [−`, `]. In this case, the parameters ω0 and ε,
the initial data A0(x) and time µ0, and the source term Ia(x) are all such that the homogeneous
component Ah stops being exponentially small first at all points x. It causes the solution A(x, µ) to
diverge from the repelling QSS at the time µh(x), since at each point Ap(x, µh(x)) is exponentially
small. Hence, the DHB is determined completely by Ah. An example is given in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Re(A(x, µ)) illustrating DHB in Case 3 for (1.1) with IG(x) (σ = 1
4 ). The curves µh(x) (red)

and µstbc(x) (black) are super-imposed. For all x in [−`, `] (` = 50), µh(x) < µstbc(x). Hence, Ah is the first
to stop being exponentially small and grow, before Ap does, for each x. The oscillations just to the left of
the red curve are small-amplitude, and they are large-amplitude as soon as µ reaches µh(x). The parameters

are ε = 0.02, ω0 = 1
2 , α = 0.6, dR = 3, dI = 1. The initial data, given at µ0 = −0.55, is A0(x) = −20e−

x2

40 .

5.2 Case 4 of DHB for initial data given at any −ω0 < µ0 ≤ −δ
Case 4 of DHB arises for solutions A(x, µ) of (1.1) with initial data given at µ0 ∈ (−ω0,−δ],
where δ > 0 is again any small, O(1) constant. With this initial time, one has −µ0 < ω0. Hence,
the left tip of µh(x) (where |Ah| = 1, as calculated from (4.1)) comes before the left tip of the
space-time buffer curve µstbc(x) (where |Ap| = 1, as calculated from (3.8)). In this case, the source
terms Ia(x), parameters ω0 and ε, and initial data A0(x) are such that, for some intervals of x,
the homogeneous component Ah stops being exponentially small before µ reaches ω0, i.e., before
Ap can. Furthermore, it does so in a manner that µh(x) has non-trivial spatial dependence. We
illustrate this with two examples.

Figure 12: Illustration of DHB in Case 4 with IG(x) and initial data A0(x) = cos(nπx/`) with n = 4 and
` = 50, given at µ0 = −0.2. For all x, the exit time for solutions of the CGL PDE (1.1), is µh(x) (red curve),
as determined by Ah. We observe that that µh(x) ∼ −µ0 = 0.2, and the O(ε) corrections are spatially
periodic. The temporal oscillations which set in after µh(x) are stationary in space; there are no propagating
pulses. The parameter values are ε = 0.01, ω0 = 1

2 , dR = 1, dI = 0, and α = 0.6. The space-time buffer curve
(black curve) is super-imposed to illustrate that µstbc(x) plays no role in the onset of the oscillations.
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The first example of Case 4 of DHB is given in Figure 8. Here, the solution A of the cubic
PDE (1.1) stops being exponentially small, and the large-amplitude oscillations set in, at µ =
min(µh(x), µstbc(x)) at each point. On the central portion of the interval, µh(x) < µstbc(x), i.e.,
the homogeneous exit time curve (red) lies to the left of the space-time buffer curve (black). Hence,
this solution fits in Case 4 of DHB, since the oscillations begin to set in at µ = −µ0 at x = 0, where
|Ah(x, µ)| first stops being exponentially small and grows to one, well before Ap can transition.
Then, outside this central portion, µstbc(x) < µh(x), i.e., the space-time buffer curve (black)
occurs before the homogeneous exit time curve (red). See also the inset in Figure 8.

The second example of Case 4 of DHB is illustrated in Figure 12, for (1.1) with IG(x). For the
given choice of initial data at µ0 = −0.2, which lies inside the interval (−ω0, 0) with ω0 = 0.5, we
observe that µh(x) < µstbc(x) and µh(x) ∼ −µ0 for all x ∈ [−`, `]. That is, Ah(x, µ) transitions
from being exponentially small to large at µh(x) ∼ −µ0, at which time Ap is still exponentially
small. Therefore, in this case, the time at which the solution exits from a neighbourhood of the
repelling QSS is −µ0 to leading order on [−`, `]. The O(ε) corrections to µh(x) ∼ −µ0 are spatially
periodic, and by zooming in on the homogeneous exit time curve one can see these wiggles, as well.
Also, at each point x, the large-amplitude oscillations in A(x, t) which set in after µ reaches µh(x)
do not propagate spatially in this case, with a Gaussian source term.

Remark. The spatial dependence of the DHB in Case 4 for solutions with initial data at µ0 ∈
(−ω0, δ] is a non-trivial extension to PDEs of what is known for analytic ODEs with initial condi-
tions given at the same time. Consider for example, the Shishkova ODE (aka Stuart-Landau ODE
with slowly-varying bifurcation parameter). As mentioned above, it corresponds to setting d = 0
in (1.1) and replacing Ia(x) with an analytic function h(µ) satisfying h(−iω0) 6= 0, see [31, 47, 58]).
For solutions with initial conditions given at µ0, where µ0 is any value in (−ω0,−δ], the exit time
from a neighbourhood of a repelling slow manifold is −µ0 > 0 to leading order. This is because, for
each µ0 ∈ (−ω0, 0), there is a Stokes line in the complex plane that connects it to the point −µ0 on
the positive real axis, without any saddle point or turning point in between. Recall Figure 4. Hence,
for these solutions, the exit time of −µ0 occurs before the buffer point created by the particular
solution, and one says that the entry-exit function (aka way-in way-out function) of this analytic
ODE is symmetric to leading order for any solution with µ0 ∈ (−ω0,−δ]. For the PDE, the same
elliptic contour is used, however the exit time is generally spatially dependent.

To conclude this section with the examples of DHB, we observe that there is good agreement
between the theory derived for the linear PDE (2.1) and the results in all of the numerical simula-
tions of the nonlinear PDE (1.1) which we carried out. This indicates that, for the nonlinear PDE,
the cubic terms in A are higher order, and this will be confirmed by the analysis of the nonlinear
terms in Section 6. Moreover, we note that in this respect the phenomenon of DHB in the CGL
PDE is similar to that for DHB in the Shishkova ODE and in other analytic ODEs, where the cubic
and other nonlinear terms are also higher order. See for example Section 3 of [31].

6 DHB and the space-time buffer curve for the cubic CGL

In this section, we build on the results for the linear CGL equation (2.1) established in Section 3
to study the full nonlinear CGL equation (1.1) in the base case in which β = 1

2 and γ = 1,

εAµ = (µ+ iω0)A− (1 + iα)|A|2A+ ε
1
2 Ia(x) + ε dAxx, (6.1)

with complex-valued d and dR > 0, and with Ia(x) ≥ 0 for all x. We demonstrate that solutions
with initial data A(x, µ0) = A0(x) given at time µ0 < −ω0 in DHB Case 1 stay near the attracting
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and repelling quasi-stationary states for µ ∈ [µ0, ω0− δ̃), for some δ̃ > 0 small but O(1) with respect
to ε. Hence, the nonlinear solution exhibits DHB and the space-time buffer curve for this nonlinear
equation is the same to leading order as the curve (3.8) for the linear CGL equation (2.1).

We use the same dependent variable given by (2.2), B(x, µ) = A(x, µ)e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 , to transform
the cubic CGL to

εBµ = −(1 + iα)E(µ)|B|2B +
√
εIa(x)e−

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 + ε dBxx, (6.2)

where
E(µ) = e

1
ε

(µ2R−(µI+ω0)2). (6.3)

Next, we subtract off the linear particular solution Bp, recall (2.21), substituting B = Bp + b into
(6.2) to obtain

ε bµ = ε dbxx − (1 + iα)E(µ)(Bp + b)|Bp + b|2, µ ∈ [µ0,−µ0]. (6.4)

We suppress the x dependence in the solutions to keep the formulas more manageable. As it is
needed throughout this section, we note the general expansion of the nonlinearity N [b] := b|b|2

N [f + g] = (f + g)2(f + g) = f2f̄ + 2ff̄g + f2ḡ + g2f̄ + 2fgḡ + g2ḡ.

We consider mild solutions of (6.4) using the variation of constants formula

b(µ) = Gd(µ− µ0) ∗
(
e−

1
2 ε

(µ0+iω0)2A0

)
− (1 + iα)

ε

∫ µ

µ0

E(µ̃)Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗N [Bp(µ̃) + b(µ̃)] dµ̃,

(6.5)

where Gd(µ− µ0) denotes the Green’s function and ∗ denotes the convolution. We let H [v] (µ) :=
Bh(µ) + H̃ [v] (µ) denote the right member of this equation with

H̃ [v] (µ) := −(1 + iα)

ε

∫ µ

µ0

E(µ̃)Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗N [v(µ̃)] dµ̃,

Bh(µ) := Gd(µ− µ0) ∗
(
e−

1
2 ε

(µ0+iω0)2A0

)
. (6.6)

We shall assume that the initial data A0 is bounded and the inhomogeneity Ia is smooth with
uniformly bounded derivatives. That is, we assume there exists a constant C > 0 with

|∂jxIa(x)| ≤
{
C, |ω0| ≥ 1

C|ω0|2, |ω0| < 1
j ∈ N0, x ∈ R. (6.7)

This is a rather strong assumption which allows us to readily bound remainder terms occurring
below uniformly in x. We strongly suspect that similar results can be obtained for less restrictive
assumptions on Ia.

6.1 Iterative framework and base iterate

To construct an approximate solution to the mild formulation (6.5), we use an iterative approach.
We set b0(µ) := 0 and then iteratively define

bj+1(µ) := H [Bp + bj ] (µ), j ≥ 0. (6.8)
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In this section, we estimate b1. We claim

b1(µ) = e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2
(
− ε3/2 (1 + iα)Ia(·)3

(µ+ iω0)2(µ2 + ω2
0)

+O(ε5/2)

)
+O(e

1
2 ε

(ω2
0−µ20)), µ ∈ [−µ0, ω0 − δ̃)

(6.9)
for some δ̃ > 0 fixed and small, with error terms uniform in x. This gives the leading order terms
in (6.9). To obtain this estimate, we note the linear term Bh defined in (2.5) is exponentially small
for all µ ∈ [µ0,−µ0] provided A0 is bounded. Hence, it suffices to estimate the nonlinear term.

The formula for Bp is given by (2.14) for µ ∈ [µ0,−δ], by the formulas in Appendix B for
µ ∈ (−δ, δ), and by (2.21) for µ ∈ [δ, ω0]. Overall, for all µ ∈ [µ0, ω0], we may write the asymptotic
expansion for Bp as

Bp = e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2
(
− ε1/2 Ia(·)

µ+ iω0
+O(ε3/2)

)
+ c̃(µ)

(
g(·, µ+ iω0) +O(ε1/2)

)
=: Bp,1 +Bp,2

where c̃(µ) is a bounded, monotonic function with c̃(µ) ≡ 0 for µ ≤ −δ, c̃(µ)→
√
π/2 as µ→ 0+,

and c̃(µ) ≡
√

2π for all µ ≥ δ. Here, Bp,1 is the linear contribution to the QSS and Bp,2 is defined
to be the term that arises in the same solution for µ ≥ 0 due to passing through the saddle at −iω0.
We remark that, by the assumptions on Ia, the error terms are uniform in x.

Next, re-write the expansion as

Bp = e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2
(
− ε1/2 Ia(·)

µ+ iω0
+O(ε3/2) + e

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2(c̃(µ)g(·, µ+ iω0) +O(ε1/2))

)
.

Also note that this factorization, which moves e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 outside of all terms in Bp, illuminates
what remains when transitioning back to the A coordinates. Since c̃(µ)g(·, µ + iω0) is O(1), the

corresponding term in A-coordinates, e
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 c̃(µ)g(·, µ + iω0) is exponentially small for µ ∈
[µ0, ω0 − δ̃] for some fixed δ̃ > 0 which is small but O(1) with respect to ε.

To estimate the nonlinear term, we use this expansion and work separately on µ < 0 and on
µ > 0, beginning with the former,

H̃[Bp] := −1 + iα

ε

∫ µ

µ0

E(µ̃)Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗
[
Bp(µ̃)|Bp(µ̃)|2

]
dµ̃

= −1 + iα

ε

∫ µ

µ0

(
− µ̃+ iω0

ε
e−

1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2
)( − ε

µ̃+ iω0
Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗ [− ε3/2 Ia(·)3

(µ̃+ iω0)(µ̃2 + ω2
0)

+O(ε5/2)]

)
dµ̃

= −[e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2 ε3/2Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗ (1 + iα)Ia(·)3

(µ̃+ iω0)2(µ̃2 + ω2
0)

+O(ε5/2)
]µ
µ̃=µ0

+

∫ µ

µ0

e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2∂µ̃

(
Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗ [ε3/2 (1 + iα)Ia(·)3

(µ̃+ iω0)2(µ̃2 + ω2
0)

+O(ε5/2)]

)
dµ̃

= e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2
(
− ε3/2 (1 + iα)Ia(·)3

(µ+ iω0)2(µ2 + ω2
0)

+O(ε5/2)

)
+O(e

1
2 ε

(ω2
0−µ20)). (6.10)

Note that in the second line, we multiplied the integrand by one in a useful manner and used the
approximation (2.14). In the third line, we have integrated by parts; and, in the fourth line, we have

used the fact that the µ̃ = µ0 boundary term is exponentially small (in particular O(e
1
2 ε

(ω2
0−µ20)))

while the remaining integral is O(ε5/2), uniformly in x. This last claim can be obtained by integrat-
ing by parts once more and using the fact that the imaginary part of the phase −(2 ε)−1(µ̃+ iω0)2

is non-stationary for µ̃ ∈ [µ0, µ]; see for example [8, §6].
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A similar estimate holds for µ ∈ [0, ω0 − δ], as the term Bp,2 only contributes exponentially
small effects here relative to Bp,1, for µ ≤ ω0 − δ̃. To see this in more detail, we estimate a few of
the terms in the expansion of N [Bp,1 +Bp,2]. For instance, consider the term Bp,2|Bp,2|2:

∥∥∥∥∥−
1 + iα

ε

∫ µ

µ0

E(µ̃)Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗
[
c̃(µ̃)3g(·, µ̃+ iω0)|g(·, µ̃+ iω0)|2 +O(ε1/2)

]
dµ̃
∥∥∥
L∞

=

∥∥∥∥∥−
1 + iα

ε

∫ µ

−δ
E(µ̃)Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗

[
c̃(µ̃)3g(·, µ̃+ iω0)|g(·, µ̃+ iω0)|2 +O(ε1/2)

]
dµ̃

∥∥∥∥∥

≤ |1 + iα| ε−1E(µ)c̃(µ)3

∫ µ

−δ
‖Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗

[
g(·, µ̃+ iω0)|g(·, µ̃+ iω0)|2 +O(ε1/2)

]
‖L∞dµ̃

≤ CE(µ)(ε−1 +O(1))‖Ia‖3L∞ (6.11)

for some constant C > 0, possibly dependent on ω0. We recall that c̃(µ) increases monotonically.
Note the last line remains exponentially small for ε � 1, uniformly for µ ∈ [0, ω0 − δ̃]. In these
inequalities we have repeatedly used the estimate on the heat evolution ‖Gd(µ−µ̃)∗f‖L∞ ≤ C‖f‖L∞
for µ− µ̃ ≥ 0. Terms which are quadratic in Bp,2 can also be bound in a similar way by a term of
the form C ε−1E(µ)1/2‖Ia‖2L∞ .

It remains to consider terms which are quadratic in Bp,1. For example, consider the term
2Bp,2|Bp,1|2, where we can estimate

∥∥∥∥∥−
1 + iα

ε

∫ µ

µ0

E(µ̃)Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗
[
2Bp,2|Bp,1|2

]
dµ̃
∥∥∥
L∞

= 2

∥∥∥∥∥−
1 + iα

ε

∫ µ

−δ
Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗


(c̃(µ̃)g(·, µ̃+ iω0) +O(ε1/2)) ·

∣∣∣∣∣
ε1/2 Ia
µ̃+ iω0

+O(ε3/2)

∣∣∣∣∣

2

 dµ̃

∥∥∥∥∥
L∞

≤ 2|1 + iα|c̃(µ)

∫ µ

−δ

∥∥∥Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗
[
g(·, µ̃+ iω0) ·

∣∣∣∣
Ia

µ̃+ iω0

∣∣∣∣
2

+O(ε)

]∥∥∥
L∞
dµ̃

≤ C‖Ia‖3L∞ +O(ε). (6.12)

Hence, we may conclude the desired estimate (6.9) by using (6.10) for µ < 0, the similar
estimate (6.11) for µ > 0, and the estimates of the terms quadratic in Bp,1, such as (6.12), as well

as by noting that the terms coming from Bp,2 are exponentially small relative to e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 on
µ ∈ [−δ, ω0 − δ̃), and thus contained in the O(ε5/2) term in (6.9).

6.2 Inductive step

We claim inductively that

bj+1(µ) = bj(µ) + e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2
(
Cj+1(µ, ω0)(ε1/2 Ia)

2(j+1)+1 +O(ε
2j+5

2 )
)
, (6.13)

where Cj is function of µ ∈ R and ω0 for which I2j+1
a Cj is uniformly bounded in x and for real µ.

By (6.9), the claim holds for j = 0 with C1(µ, ω0) = − 1+iα
(µ+iω0)2(µ2+ω2

0)
. Note, that by (6.7) we have

that |C1(µ, ω0)I3
a | ≤ C for some fixed constant C > 0.
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We assume formula (6.13) holds for all 0 ≤ k ≤ j, and prove it holds for k = j + 1. Expand

bj+1 = Bh(µ) +
(
H̃[Bp + bj ]− H̃[Bp + bj−1]

)
+ H̃[Bp + bj−1]

= bj +
(
H̃[Bp + bj ]− H̃[Bp + bj−1]

)

= bj −
(1 + iα)

ε

∫ µ

µ0

E(µ̃)Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗ (N [Bp + bj ]−N [Bp + bj−1])dµ̃ (6.14)

where the difference of nonlinearities above can be expanded as

N [Bp+bj ]−N [Bp+bj−1] = 2|Bp|2(bj−bj−1)+B2
p(b̄j−b̄j−1)+B̄p(b

2
j−b2j−1)+2Bp(|bj |2−|bj−1|2)+(b2j b̄j−b2j−1b̄j−1).

Also, note that by our inductive hypothesis, and the fact that the homogeneous term Bh is expo-
nentially small, we find

bj − bj−1 = e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2
(
Cj(µ, ω0)(ε1/2 Ia)

2j+1 +O(ε
2j+3

2 )
)
.

Next, we notice that the leading order terms in ε of N [Bp + bj ]−N [Bp + bj−1] are

2|Bp|2(bj − bj−1) = 2E(µ)−1e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2
(
Cj(µ, ω0)

µ2 + ω2
0

(ε1/2 Ia)
2j+3 +O(ε

2j+5
2 )

)
, (6.15)

B2
p(b̄j − b̄j−1) = E(µ)−1e−

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2

(
Cj(µ, ω0)e4iω0µ

(µ+ iω0)2
(ε1/2 Ia)

2j+3 +O(ε
2j+5

2 )

)
. (6.16)

Defining C̃j(µ, ω0) =
2Cj(µ,ω0)

µ2+ω2
0

+
Cj(µ,ω0)e4iω0µ

(µ+iω0)2
, inserting the expansions for the leading order terms,

and using integration by parts we find

bj+1(µ)− bj(µ) = −1 + iα

ε

∫ µ

µ0

E(µ̃)Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗ [N(Bp + bj)−N(Bp + bj−1)] dµ̃

= −1 + iα

ε

∫ µ

µ0

e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗
[
ε

2j+3
2 C̃j(µ̃, ω0)I2j+3

a +O(ε
2j+5

2 )
]
dµ̃

= e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 (1 + iα)C̃j(µ, ω0)

(µ+ iω0)
ε

2j+3
2 I2j+3

a +O(ε
2j+5

2 )

− (1 + iα)

ε

∫ µ

µ0

e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2∂µ̃

(
ε

(µ̃+ iω0)
Gd(µ− µ̃) ∗

[
ε

2j+3
2 C̃j(µ̃, ω0)I2j+3

a +O(ε
2j+5

2 )
])

dµ̃

= e−
1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2Cj+1(µ, ω0) ε
2j+3

2 I2j+3
a +O(ε

2j+5
2 ) (6.17)

where we have defined Cj+1(µ, ω0) =
(1+iα)C̃j(µ,ω0)

(µ+iω0) . Observe that due to the definition of C̃j ,

we have that |Cj+1| ≤ C|ω0|−3(j+1)−1. Then, by the assumption (6.7), and by the boundedness of

CjI
2j+1
a , the term Cj+1I

2j+3
a is bounded in µ and x, uniformly in ω0. Hence, the difference bj+1−bj

is O(ε
2j+3

2 ), which becomes small as j → +∞.
From this iterative process, we observe that each approximation bj successively reveals the

ε
2j+1

2 -order terms in the expansion of the nonlinear attracting and repelling QSSs for µ < 0 and
µ > 0, respectively. Furthermore, this formal iterative method makes it clear that solutions with
bounded data B0(x, µ0) remain exponentially close to the QSSs for all µ ∈ [µ0, ω0 − δ̃). As µ
approaches ω0 from below, while terms coming from Bh remain exponentially small, the Bp,2 terms
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coming from tracking the solution over the saddle point are no longer exponentially small in the
original A-coordinates. For the x-dependent value of µ ≥ ω0 given to leading order by µstbc(x), they
induce the delayed Hopf bifurcation. Furthermore, we conclude in Case 1 of DHB that, since the
contribution from the nonlinear terms is higher order, Ap(x, µ) mediates the spatially dependent
bifurcation. A similar analysis may be done in the other cases of DHB.

7 The O(ε) value of µHopf(x) in the base case

In the analysis of the base case of the PDE (1.1) (β = 1/2 and γ = 1) in Sections 2-5, we used that
µHopf(x) = 0 for all x to leading order. In this section, we calculate the O(ε) term in the value
of µHopf(x), and we identify the role this asymptotically small correction plays in determining the
spatial dependence of the observed onset of oscillations. The calculations here are performed for
general sources Ia(x), and examples are given with Gaussian and spatially-periodic terms.

Recall from formula (1.2) that the attracting and repelling QSS on µ < −δ and µ > δ, re-
spectively, are O(

√
ε) to leading order. Thus, the linearisation about the small-amplitude QSS is

consistent. We set A = AQSS + εaA, with a > 1/2, and the linearised equation for A is

εAµ = (µ+ iω0)A− (1 + iα)
(
2|AQSS|2A+A2

QSSĀ
)

+ ε dAxx. (7.1)

In terms of the real and imaginary parts, A = U + iV and AQSS(x) = uQ + ivQ, the linearised
equation for A may be expressed as

ε

[
Uµ
Vµ

]
= M

[
U
V

]
+ ε

[
dRUxx − dIVxx
dRVxx + dIUxx

]

where µ = µR + iµI and

M =

[
µR − 3u2

Q − v2
Q + 2αuQvQ (µI + ω0) + αu2

Q + 3αv2
Q − 2uQvQ

(µI + ω0)− 3αu2
Q − αv2

Q − 2uQvQ µR − u2
Q − 3v2

Q − 2αuQvQ

]
.

The trace of M is

tr(M) = 2µR − 4(u2
Q + v2

Q) = 2µR −
4 ε I2

G(x)

µ2
R + (µI + ω0)2

+O(ε2), (7.2)

and

det(M) = (µ2
R + (µI + ω0)2)− 4µR(u2

Q + v2
Q)(1 + µI + ω0) + 3(1 + α2)(u2

Q + v2
Q)2,

so that det(M) > 0 for all µR < 0, as well as for a range of values of µR > 0.
Therefore, the Hopf bifurcation curve for the solutions of (1.1), which is obtained by setting

tr(M) = 0, is given to leading order by

µHopf(x) =
2 ε(Ia(x))2

ω2
0

+O(ε2). (7.3)

This asymptotic formula holds for general Ia(x) in the base case of the PDE (1.1).
The spatial dependence of µHopf(x) is illustrated with two different source terms. First, in

Figure 13, we show the results obtained with a Gaussian source term, IG(x). In a small interval
about x = 0, the solution of the PDE remains near the repelling QSS (green region just inside the
tip of the space-time buffer curve) for an amount of time equal to µHopf(x). Here, the onset of the
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Figure 13: Onset of oscillations near the tip of the space-time buffer curve, of (2.1) in a neighbourhood
of x = 0 in the base case β = 1/2 and γ = 1 of (1.1) with Gaussian source (σ = 1

4 ). By (7.3), µHopf(x) =
2 ε(IG(x))2

ω2
0

+O(ε2). The maximum is at x = 0, and µHopf(x) decays rapidly for |x| > 0. Hence, near x = 0, the

delay in the onset of oscillations at each x is slightly longer, creating the “fork in the tongue”. In contrast,
away from the center of the domain, the magnitude of µHopf(x) is negligible, and hence the space-time buffer
curve (3.13) determines the DHB and the delayed onset of the oscillations there. Also, this figure illustrates
the effect of the logarithmic terms at O(ε) in (3.9) and (3.13). Namely, (a) with dR = 1 and dI = 0, the
entire buffer curve is shifted leftward from µ = ω0 = 1

2 by an O(ε) amount, as is most visible near the tip,
and (b) with dR = 3 and dI = 1, the logarithmic terms shift the buffer curve rightward. The parameters are

ε = 0.01, ω0 = 1
2 , and α = 0. The initial data at µ0 = −1 is A0(x) = −√ε IG(x)

µ0+iω0
.

oscillations is delayed slightly longer than predicted by the space-time buffer curve by that same
amount of time, and this is manifested by the “fork in the tongue” centered at x = 0. Then, for
x further away from x = 0, the amplitude of the Gaussian source term, IG(x), is negligibly small.
Hence, here the function µHopf(x) is negligibly small, and the onset of the oscillations coincides
with the space-time buffer curve. In the numerical simulations, the small-amplitude oscillations
(light yellow and light blue) are observed right before the space-time buffer curve, just as is the case
for DHB in analytic ODEs. Further, one sees that the amplitudes of the oscillations have become
large (orange, red, dark blue, and purple) immediately after the space-time buffer curve.

Second, Figure 14 shows the results obtained with a spatially-periodic source term, Iper(x). The
influence of the O(ε) value of µHopf(x), (7.3), manifests more here, since the maximum numerical
value of (Iper(x))2 over all x is nine, which is of the same size numerically as 1√

ε
.

Remark. In Figures 9, 11, and 12, the O(ε) effect of µHopf(x) is also visible in the center of the
domains, near the tips of the space-time buffer curve and the homogeneous exit time curve.

8 Spatially growing and sign-changing source terms

In this section, we push somewhat beyond the theory and examples for the nonlinear PDE (1.1)
in the base case (β = 1

2 and γ = 1), as presented above in Sections 2–5. There, the source terms
Ia(x) are taken to be positive with uniformly bounded derivatives at all points. Here, we study the
PDE (1.1) in the base case with an algebraically-growing source and with a sign-changing source.

8.1 An algebraically-growing source term

In this section, we analyze (1.1) in the base case with an algebraically-growing source term

Iag(x) = x2. (8.1)
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Figure 14: Re(A(x, µ)) for an example of Case 1 of DHB in the PDE (1.1) with spatially-periodic source
term, Iper(x) = 2+cos(x). To the left of the exact space-time buffer curve (black curve), the solution is near
the small-amplitude, repelling, spatially-periodic QSS (yellow and green spatially-periodic pattern). To the
right, the oscillations have set in to leading order, with the amplitude of the oscillations increasing rapidly
from small (yellow and medium blue) to large (red and dark blue). The Hopf bifurcation curve µHopf(x)
(red curve) is super-imposed. At all points x, this term creates an O(ε) increase in the duration of the DHB
and the onset of the oscillations past the space-time buffer curve. At the minima, x = (2k + 1)π for each k,
the onset occurs first, and the maxima, which occur at x = 2kπ for each k, show a pronounced delay beyond
the space-time buffer curve, since the numerical values of µHopf(x) are approximately 0.4 at the maxima,
which is of the same size as 4

√
ε here. The lower frames show time traces at x = 5π (a local maximum

of the space-time buffer curve) and x = 6π (a local minimum of the space-time buffer curve), illustrating
the hard onset of the oscillations (the black markers). The effect of µHopf(x) is particularly visible at even
integer multiples of π. Here, ε = 0.01, ω0 = 2

3 , dR = 1, dI = 0, and α = 0. The initial data at µ0 = −1 is

A0(x) = −√ε Iper(x)
µ0+iω0

. Similar results are observed for other A0(x) and for other values of µ0 < −ω0.

We start by observing that the QSS for the cubic PDE (1.1) with Iag(x) is, to leading order,

AQSS(x, µ) =





−
√
εx2

µ+iω0
for |x| � ε−

1
4

ε
1
6 x

2
3 (1−iα)

(1+α2)
2
3

+ ε−
1
6 x−

2
3

3(1+α2)
4
3

((3− α2 − 4αi)(µ+ iω0)− 2µR(1 + α2)) for |x| � ε−
1
4 .

(8.2)

Here, we use the fact that for |x| � ε−
1
4 the QSS is determined to leading order by balancing the

linear term in A and the source term in (1.1), since the cubic term is higher order in this region.

Hence, in this region with |x| � ε−
1
4 , the linearisation about A = 0 is valid, as is the formula for

the leading order space-time buffer curve. Also, we note that the higher order terms in the QSS
are O(ε

3
2 ) and depend on x and µ, recall (1.2).

In contrast, for |x| � ε−
1
4 , the QSS in (8.2) is determined by balancing the cubic term and

the source term in (1.1). Hence, here the QSS has significantly larger amplitude, and linearisation
should be about the large-amplitude QSS, and no longer about A = 0. The higher order terms are
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Figure 15: Re(A(x, µ)) of the solution of the cubic CGL (1.1) with the algebraically-growing source term,
Iag(x), along with the exact space-time buffer curve (black curve, given by the exact solution Ap(x, µ) in
(8.5)). DHB and the attendant oscillations are observed in the central portion of the domain (|x| . 1.55) to
the right of the exact space-time buffer curve. These oscillations propagate outward from x = 0, until they
reach |x| ≈ 1.5. For |x| ≈ 1.5, µstbc(x) ≈ 0. Then, outside this central region, the solution stays near the
repelling QSS, at least until µ = 10.5. Note that the color scale differs from that in the previous figures.

The initial data at µ0 = −1 is A0(x) = −√ε Iag(x)µ0+iω0
. Here, ω0 = 1

2 , α = 0, dR = 1, and dI = 0.

O(ε−
1
2 x−2). Also, to leading order here,

|AQSS(x, µR)| = ε
1
6 x

2
3

(1 + α2)
1
6

+
ε−

1
6 x−

2
3 (µR + ω0α)

3(1 + α2)
5
6

. (8.3)

Figure 16: Spatial profiles of |A| (blue curves) for the same solution as in Figure 15, at µ = 1.5 and µ = 10.5.
The oscillations are seen in the center of the domain, and the width of this central region increases slowly:
−2 . x . 2 at µ = 1.5 and −3 . x . 3 at µ = 10.5. Outside these central intervals, the solution is close to the
repelling QSS, which is given to leading order by (8.2)(b) (dashed red curve). Super-imposed is the numeri-
cally obtained solution (green curve) of the leading order QSS equation, r2

(
(µ− r2)2 + (ω0 − αr2)2

)
= ε x4,

valid for all x, as obtained from (1.1) by neglecting the time and space derivative terms (which are higher

order) and then squaring the modulus. Here, r = |A|, µ is real, and α = 0. On |x| � ε−
1
4 , the green curve

lies essentially on top of the blue and red curves. For µ < ω0, the green curve does not have any fold points,
and there are no oscillations in the PDE solution, consistent with the DHB analysis. Then, the fold points
first appear when µ reaches ω0 to leading order, and they are present (data not shown) for all µ up until at
least 10.5. These fold points delimit the interval on which the oscillations are observed.

We now determine the space-time buffer curve for the region in which |x| � ε−
1
4 , where the

QSS has small-amplitude, so that the analysis of Section 3 applies. We require Re(d(µ − µ̃)) > 0
and |arg( x

2d(µ−µ̃))| < π. Evaluating the integral in definition (2.6)(b), we find

g(x, µ− µ̃) = x2 + 2d(µ− µ̃). (8.4)
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With this elementary form of g, the integral (2.6)(a) for Bp(x, µ) may be evaluated in closed form
in this example, and hence also Ap(x, µ) may be found in closed form. Specifically, carrying out
the integration in (2.6) and recalling (2.2), we find

Ap(x, µ) =

√
π

2

(
x2 + 2d(µ+ iω0)

) [
erf

(
µ+ iω0√

2 ε

)
− erf

(
µ0 + iω0√

2 ε

)]
e

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2

+2d
√
ε
(

1− e 1
2 ε

(µ2−µ20+2iω0(µ−µ0))
)
.

(8.5)

Hence, by taking the real part of the complex-valued, space-time-dependent phase of the solution to
be zero, we find the exact space-time buffer curve for |x| � ε−

1
4 . This curve is plotted in Figure 15,

along with Re(A) from the numerical simulation of the full nonlinear PDE (1.1) with this same

source term. Here, we observe that ε−
1
4 ≈ 3.16 for ε = 0.01. Excellent agreement is observed

between the onset of the oscillations and the exact space-time buffer curve in the region |x| . 1.55.

In Figure 16, we see that for |x| � ε−
1
4 , the solution of the PDE (blue curve) is near the

repelling QSS (red curve) at least until µ = 10.5, where the QSS is given by (8.2)(b) for |x| � ε−
1
4 .

Moreover, for |x| � ε−
1
4 , the Hopf bifurcation (determined by the linearisation about the non-trivial

QSS here, instead of about A = 0) is delayed. See also Section 9.

8.2 A sign-changing source term

In this section, we analyze (1.1) with a sign-changing source term

Isc(x) = cos(x). (8.6)

Figure 17: |A(x, µ)| for the solution of (1.1) with the sign-changing source term, Isc(x) = cos(x). This is
an example of Case 2 of DHB. To the left of the exact space-time buffer curve (black curve), the solution
is near the small-amplitude, repelling, spatially-periodic QSS. About each point x = kπ, there is a wide
interval on which µstbc(x) < µh(x), and the hard onset of the large-amplitude oscillations is determined to

leading order by the space-time buffer curve. On the narrow, complementary intervals (about x = (2n+1)π
2 ),

µh(x) < µstbc(x) so that the oscillations set in at µh(x) ∼ −µ0, as determined to leading order by Ah, and
there are O(ε) amplitude wiggles about this leading order result, due to the periodicity of the initial data.

Here, ε = 0.01, ω0 = 2
3 , dR = 1, dI = 0, and α = 0. The initial data at µ0 = −1 is A0(x) = −√ε Isc(x)

µ0+iω0
.

One finds
g(x, µ− µ̃) = e−d(µ−µ̃) cos(x). (8.7)

and

Ap(x, µ) =

√
π

2
cos(x)

[
erf

(
µ+ iω0 − ε d√

2 ε

)
− erf

(
µ0 + iω0 − ε d√

2 ε

)]
e

(µ+iω0−ε d)
2

2 ε . (8.8)
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The resultant space-time buffer curve (which here is also determined exactly by setting the real
part of the complex-valued, space-time-dependent phase of A to zero) is shown in Figure 17.

This is an example of DHB in Case 2. About each point x = kπ (where | cos(x)| = 1) there is
a wide interval on which µstbc(x) < µh(x), and the hard onset of oscillations on these intervals is
determined to leading order by the space-time buffer curve. See Figure 17. On the complementary
intervals, µh(x) < µstbc(x), so that Ah stops being exponentially small first, at µh(x) ∼ −µ0, to
leading order. The existence of these narrow intervals may be understood from the asymptotics
of µstbc(x). In particular, from (8.7), one sees that for this example with a sign-changing source

term there are infinitely many points x = (2n+1)π
2 at which g(x, µ + iω0) vanishes, and hence

where ln |g| → −∞. This causes µstbc(x) to diverge at these points, recall (3.8). Therefore, for

any solution with µ0 ≤ −ω0, there is a (narrow) interval about each point x = (2n+1)π
2 on which

µh(x) < µstbc(x), so that Ah determines the onset time at these points to be µ = µh(x) ∼ −µ0.

9 Asymptotically large source terms

In this section, we study the CGL equation (1.1) with an asymptotically large O( 1√
ε
) source term,

i.e., with β = −1
2 in (1.1),

εAµ = (µ+ iω0)A− (1 + iα)|A|2A+
1√
ε
Iã(x) + ε dAxx, (9.1)

while retaining the O(ε) diffusivity, i.e., γ = 1, as in the base case. The source term, which is
denoted by Iã(x) in this section, is taken to be strictly positive. We find that the Hopf bifurcation
occurs along an x-dependent curve µHopf(x), and we derive the asymptotics for it, showing that the
large-amplitude source term causes the bifurcation to occur well to the right of µ = 0. We quantify
how µHopf(x), together with the space-time buffer curve, determines the DHB duration at each
x, focusing on regions where Iã(x) = O(1). We remark that in regions where Iã(x) is effectively
small, i.e. of the size of O(ε), then the Hopf term only affects the higher order terms. Overall, the
analysis here reveals that, by choosing Iã(x) appropriately, one has region-specific control over the
duration of the DHB, which can be useful in system design for postponing the onset of undesirable
oscillations.

The attracting and repelling QSS are given on µ < −δ and µ > δ, respectively, by

A(x, µ) =
1

ε
1
6

AQSS(x) + ε
1
6 A(x, µ, ε), where AQSS(x) =

1− iα
(1 + α2)

2
3

(Iã(x))
1
3 , (9.2)

A = O(1) for all x and µ uniformly in ε for sufficiently small ε > 0. (See also the Remark below.)
The linearised equation for A is

ε
4
3 Aµ = ε

1
3 (µ+ iω0)A− (1 + iα)

(
2|AQSS|2A+A2

QSSĀ
)

+ ε
4
3 dAxx + (µ+ iω0)AQSS + ε d(AQSS)xx.

(9.3)
In terms of the real and imaginary parts, AQSS(x) = uQ + ivQ and A = U + iV, the linearised
equation for A may be expressed as

ε
4
3

[
Uµ
Vµ

]
= M

[
U
V

]
+ ε

4
3 d

[
Uxx
Vxx

]
+

[
µRuQ − (µI + ω0)vQ

µRvQ + (µI + ω0)uQ

]
+ ε

[
Re(d(AQSS)xx)
Im(d(AQSS)xx)

]
,

where µ = µR + iµI and

M =

[
ε

1
3 µR − 3u2

Q − v2
Q + 2αuQvQ − ε 1

3 (µI + ω0) + αu2
Q + 3αv2

Q − 2uQvQ

ε
1
3 (µI + ω0)− 3αu2

Q − αv2
Q − 2uQvQ ε

1
3 µR − u2

Q − 3v2
Q − 2αuQvQ

]
.
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The trace of M is
tr(M) = 2 ε

1
3 µR − 4(u2

Q + v2
Q), (9.4)

and

det(M) = ε
2
3 (µ2

R + (µI + ω0)2)− 4µR ε
1
3 (u2

Q + v2
Q)(1 + µI + ω0) + 3(1 + α2)(u2

Q + v2
Q)2,

so that det(M) > 0 for all µR < 0, as well as for µR > 0, at least until O(ε−
1
3 ).

Figure 18: With the large-amplitude source term Iã(x) = ãe−
x2

4σ , ã = 0.2, and σ = 1
4 , the instantaneous

Hopf bifurcation curve is µHopf(x) = (2.8655...)e−
2x2

3 (blue curve). For each x, the solution stays near the
repelling QSS for some time (with Re(A) being orange-yellow for |x| . 2.24, and green for |x| & 2.24). Here,
the black dots mark the points x = ±2.24, where µHopf =

√
ε. For |x| . 2.24, the duration of the delayed

onset of the oscillations is approximately ω0 time units beyond the spatially-dependent curve µHopf(x). Then,
for |x| & 2.24, where µHopf ≤

√
ε, the oscillations set in just before the spatio-temporal buffer curve (black

curve), as expected since the QSS has small-amplitude here and the curve is again given to leading order by
(3.13) for these x. Simulation performed on [−50, 50]. For |x| > 5 (not shown), the oscillations also commence
just before the space-time buffer curve. The parameters are ε = 0.01, ω0 = 1

2 , dR = 1, dI = 0.5, α = 0.6.

Therefore, for the solutions of (9.1), the Hopf bifurcation occurs to leading order at the x-
dependent time given by

µHopf(x) =
2

ε
1
3

(u2
Q + v2

Q) = ε−
1
3

2(Iã(x))
2
3

(1 + α2)
1
3

. (9.5)

It is illustrated in Figures 18, 19, and 20. Also, we have checked (at several points x) that the

numerically observed duration of DHB in the full nonlinear PDE scales as ε−
1
3 (data not shown).

In Figure 18, we compare the results of numerical simulations of (9.1) with a Gaussian source

term, Iã(x) = ãe−
x2

4σ , ã = 0.2, and σ = 1
4 , to the analytical results. The Hopf bifurcation curve is

µHopf(x) = (2.8655...)e−
2x2

3 , following (9.5). The narrow peak of the repelling QSS manifests as the
orange and yellow band about x = 0. At all points, the full solution stays near the repelling QSS
at least until µ reaches ω0. After that, the exit time from the neighbourhood of the repelling QSS
is x-dependent. In particular, for |x| ≥ x∗ = 2.24..., µHopf(x) ≤ 0.1 =

√
ε. Hence, the use of the

space-time buffer curve obtained from the linearisation about A = 0 (for which µHopf = 0 to leading
order) is consistent here, and we see that, for |x| & 2.24, the time of exit from the neighbourhood
of the repelling QSS (and of the onset of oscillations) is delayed beyond the Hopf bifurcation time
essentially by the amount determined by the space-time buffer curve, given by (3.13).

In contrast, for |x| . x∗, the solution continues to stay near the repelling QSS for much longer,
and there is a delay (beyond µHopf(x)) of approximately ω0 in duration before the oscillations (rapid
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Figure 19: For this simulation, µHopf(x) = (2.9240...)e−
x2

24 (blue curve). The parameters are the same as
in Figure 18, except ã = 0.5, σ = 4, α =

√
7, and dI = 0. Compared to the simulation in Figure 18, the

magnitude of µHopf(x) is larger due to the larger source term amplitude ã, the half-width σ has increased
for a larger σ, and the space-time dynamics of the post-onset oscillations have changed for larger values of
α. The space-time buffer curve (3.8) (black curve) is shown only for those x for which µHopf(x) � 1, i.e.,
where the linearisation about A = 0 is valid.

blue to red transitions) commence. For example, at x = 0, the amplitude crosses zero (transition
from yellow to green) near µ = 2.8, and the oscillations set in near µ = 3.3.

Simulations with other values of ã (up to and including ã = 2), σ, α, and d (complex) show
similar results (over all values simulated) for the delay in the onset of oscillations. In the central
regions, the delayed onset occurs beyond the Hopf curve, µHopf(x), by an amount approximately
equal to ω0. Then, outside the central region, the DHB is given to leading order by the space-time
buffer curve (obtained by linearising the CGL about A = 0). See Figure 19, where ã = 0.5, σ = 4,

α =
√

7, ε = 0.01, and the Hopf bifurcation curve is µHopf(x) = (2.9240...)e−
x2

24 , by (9.5). See also
Figure 20, where ã = 1.0, σ = 1

4 , ε = 0.01, α = 0.6, dR = 3, dI = 1, and the Hopf bifurcation curve

is µHopf(x) = (8.3788...)e−
x2

24 , by (9.5).

Remark. The first correction term A to the QSS in (9.2) is

A(x, µ, ε) =
1

3(1 + α2)
4
3 (Ia(x))

1
3

[(µR−3α2µR+4α(ω0+µI))+i(3(ω0+µI)−α2(ω0+µI)−4αµR)]+O(ε
1
3 ).

Remark. The linearised equation (9.3) for A has x-dependent saddle points (or nilpotent points)
in the complex µ-plane. These are located where tr(M) = 0 and det(M) = 0. Specifically, for values
of x at which Iã(x) is strictly of O(1), these saddles occur at µR = µHopf(x) and µI = (µI)±, where

(µI)+ = −ω0 + 8Iã(x)
4
3

ε
2
3 (1+α2)

2
3
− 3α2−1

8 +O(ε
2
3 ), and (µI)− = −ω0 + 3α2−1

8 +O(ε
2
3 ). Hence, compared to

the case of small-amplitude source terms (β = 1
2) for which there is one saddle (at µ = −iω0), the

large-amplitude source term creates a second saddle, and the maximum and spatial dependence of
Iã(x) determine the saddle locations. Analysis of the Stokes lines through these saddles, especially
where they intersect the µR-axis, would enable one to further quantify the DHB in this region,
though the analysis for (9.3) is more complex than it is for (2.1), where the corresponding matrix
M is simpler, with M11,M22 = µR, M12 = −(µI + ω0), and M21 = (µI + ω0).
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Figure 20: Re(A(x, µ)) obtained from (9.1) with Gaussian source term. The QSS has large amplitude in

an interval about x = 0. The space-dependent Hopf curve is given by µHopf(x) = (8.3788...)e−
2x2

3 (blue
curve). The points x where µHopf(x) =

√
ε are marked by the dots in the upper frame. The curve µHopf(x)

extends to µ = 8.3788..., as is shown in the lower frame. By the time µ reaches the tip of the Hopf curve,
the amplitude of the QSS has decreased (from red to light green and blue). Inside the central interval, the
oscillations set in after µ crosses the blue curve. In contrast, outside this interval, the oscillations set in at
µstbc(x), to leading order, since µHopf(x) is negligibly small there (upper frame, where the space-time buffer
curve (black curve) is also super-imposed). The parameters are ã = 1.0, σ = 1

4 , ε = 0.01, ω0 = 0.5, α = 0.6,

dR = 3, and dI = 1. The initial data at µ0 = −1.5 is A0(x) = −√ε IG(x)
µ0+iω0

.

10 An example with O(1) diffusivity and O(1) source term

In this section, we extend some of the results of the base case of the PDE (1.1) to an example of
O(1) diffusivity and O(1) amplitude source term in (1.1) (i.e., γ = 0 and β = 0). The PDE is

εAµ = (µ+ iω0)A− (1 + iα)|A|2A+ Ia(x) + d̂Axx, (10.1)

where we now use d̂ to denote the diffusivity. The data A(x, µ0) = A0(x) is bounded with sufficiently
many continuous derivatives, with µ0 < −ω0 again of primary interest.

10.1 The O(1) QSS and µHopf(x) for (10.1)

With O(1) diffusivity d̂ and source terms Ia(x), the attracting and repelling QSS are O(1), which
contrasts with the O(

√
ε) amplitude of the QSS in the base case, recall (1.2). For general source

terms Ia(x), one may use variation of constants to find the QSS of the linearised equation, followed
by an iterative procedure on the mild form of the PDE to generate the QSS of the nonlinear PDE.

For example, with the Gaussian Ia(x) = e
−x2
4σ , the attracting QSS of the linearised version of
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(10.1) on µ < −δ is found (using variation of constants) to be given to leading order by

AQSS(x, µ) = c1(x, µ)e
−
√
−(µ+iω0)

d̂
x

+ c2(x, µ)e

√
−(µ+iω0)

d̂
x
, with

c1(x, µ) =
1

2

√
πσ

−d̂(µ+ iω0)
e−

σ(µ+iω0)

d̂


1 + erf


 x

2
√
σ
−
√
−σ(µ+ iω0)

d̂






c2(x, µ) =
1

2

√
πσ

−d̂(µ+ iω0)
e−

σ(µ+iω0)

d̂


1− erf


 x

2
√
σ

+

√
−σ(µ+ iω0)

d̂




 .

(10.2)

We observe limx→−∞ c1(x, µ) = 0 and limx→∞ c2(x, µ) = 0. A similar formula holds for the leading
order repelling QSS on µ > δ. Moreover, one can show using steepest descents on the integral in
Ap (just as for the base case in Section 2), that general solutions with µ0 < −ω0 stay near the
attracting QSS for µ < −δ and then near the repelling QSS at least until ω0 at each point x.
However, the analysis is more involved, since the QSSs of the CGL have O(1) amplitude.

We now find a formula for the x-dependent Hopf bifurcation curve µHopf(x). Let

A(x, µ) = AQSS(x, µ) + ε
1
3 A(x, µ, ε), (10.3)

where A is at most O(1) uniformly in ε for all x and µ. The linearised equation for A is

εAµ = (µ+ iω0)A− (1 + iα)
(
2|AQSS|2A+A2

QSSĀ
)

+ d̂Axx.

In terms of the real and imaginary parts, AQSS(x) = uQSS + ivQSS and A = U + iV, the linearised
equation for A may be re-expressed as

ε

[
Uµ
Vµ

]
= M

[
U
V

]
+ d̂

[
Uxx
Vxx

]
, (10.4)

where µ = µR + iµI and

M =

[
µR − 3u2

QSS − v2
QSS + 2αuQSSvQSS −(µI + ω0) + αu2

QSS + 3αv2
QSS − 2uQSSvQSS

(µI + ω0)− 3αu2
QSS − αv2

QSS − 2uQSSvQSS µR − u2
QSS − 3v2

QSS − 2αuQSSvQSS

]
.

Now, the trace of M is
tr(M) = 2µR − 4(u2

QSS + v2
QSS). (10.5)

Hence, for the solutions of (10.1), the Hopf bifurcation is given implicitly by

µHopf(x) = 2|AQSS|2, (10.6)

where AQSS = uQSS + ivQSS is evaluated at (x, µHopf(x)). This result for O(1) diffusivity and
amplitude source term shows that in the regions where µHopf(x) is O(1) the QSS changes from
being attracting to repelling at a value of µ substantially to the right of zero, and the DHB needs
to be determined from (10.4). In contrast, for those |x| at which µHopf(x)� 1, this formula shows
that the changeover in the stability type of the QSS happens again at µ = 0 to leading order, and
the linearisation about A = 0 is again valid.
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10.2 The space-time buffer curve for the linearised version of (10.1)

The general solution of the PDE obtained by linearising (10.1) about A = 0 is decomposed into
homogeneous and particular components, A(x, µ) = Ah(x, µ) + Ap(x, µ). These two components
are derived using Duhamel’s Principle (just as in Section 2.1) to solve the equation for B. Here,

Ah(x, µ) =

√
ε exp[ 1

2 ε((µ+ iω0)2 − (µ0 + iω0)2)]√
4πd̂(µ− µ0)

∫

R
exp

[
− ε(x− y)2

4d̂(µ− µ0)

]
A0(y)dy. (10.7)

Note that with d̂ = ε d in (10.7), one naturally recovers the formula for the homogeneous solution
(4.1) in the base case.

Next, in the scaled variable x̂ =
√
εx, the equation for Bp is

ε(Bp)µ = ε d̂(Bp)x̂x̂ + Ia(x̂/
√
ε)e−

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 , (10.8)

with Bp(x̂/
√
ε, µ0) = 0. The solution is

Bp

(
x̂√
ε
, µ

)
=

1

ε

∫ µ

µ0

g(x̂, µ− µ̃)e−
1
2 ε

(µ̃+iω0)2dµ̃, with

g(x̂ =
√
εx, µ− µ̃) =

1√
4πd̂(µ− µ̃)

∫

R
e
−(x̂−ŷ)2

4d̂(µ−µ̃) Ia

(
ŷ√
ε

)
dŷ =

√
ε√

4πd̂(µ− µ̃)

∫

R
e
− ε(x−y)2

4d̂(µ−µ̃) Ia(y)dy.

(10.9)

Compare to (2.6).
Now, using the method of stationary phase along the contour C = C1

⋃
C2
⋃
C3
⋃
C4 (recall

Section 3), one finds that Bp = 1√
ε

√
2πg(

√
εx, µ + iω0) + O(1), with the dominant contributions

again coming from the segments of C2 and C3 near the saddle. Hence, translating Bp(x, µ) via (2.2)
to obtain Ap(x, µ), one arrives at the following implicit formula for the space-time buffer curve:

{
(x, µstbc(x))| Re

(
ln

(√
2π

ε
g(
√
εx, µstbc(x) + iω0)

)
+

1

2 ε
(µstbc(x) + iω0)2

)
= 0

}
. (10.10)

This space-time buffer curve is spatially flatter than (3.8), through the argument
√
εx of g.

The above analysis of the space-time buffer curve for the linearised version of (10.1) with O(1)
amplitude source term and O(1) diffusivity may be illustrated using the Gaussian source term

IG(x) = e−
x2

4σ . For µ on C4, one finds

g(x, µ− µ̃) =

√
ε σ

d̂(µ+ iω0) + ε σ
e

− ε x2
4(d̂(µ+iω0)+ε σ) +O(ε). (10.11)

Then, substitution of (10.11) into (10.10) shows that the leading order space-time buffer curve is

µ2 = ω2
0 +

ε2 x2(d̂Rµ− d̂Iω0 + ε σ)

2
(

(d̂Rµ− d̂Iω0 + ε σ)2 + (d̂Rω0 + d̂Iµ)2
)

− ε ln(2πσ) +
ε

2
ln
(

(d̂Rµ− d̂Iω0 + ε σ)2 + (d̂Rω0 + d̂Iµ)2
)
, µ ≥ ω0.

(10.12)
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An example of the space-time buffer curve obtained by solving (10.10) numerically with g given by
(10.11) and a Gaussian source term is plotted in Figure 21. (Note that with d̂ = ε d it reduces to
(3.13) obtained in the base case with O(ε) diffusivity.) Compared to (3.13), this space-time buffer
curve for O(1) diffusivity defines a spatially flatter space-time buffer curve µstbc(x), because the
diffusivity is one order of magnitude larger here. Note that the simulation presented in Figure 21
is on the domain [−200, 200], which is significantly larger than that in Figure 5. Hence, the larger
the modulus of the diffusivity, the smaller the magnitude of the spatial contribution, and the more
uniform the delay time becomes. Also, the half-width σ of the Gaussian has a weaker impact.

Figure 21: Re(A(x, µ)) for the solution of (10.1) on the spatial interval [−100, 100]. The black space-time
buffer curve is obtained by solving (10.10) numerically with g given by (10.11), and the blue Hopf bifurcation
curve is obtained from formula (10.6) and (10.2). The O(1) QSS is green in most of the region to the left
of the space-time buffer curve, where it has small amplitude; and the QSS is red in the center, where it has
maximum amplitude. The parameters are ε = 0.01, ω0 = 1

2 , d̂R = 1, d̂I = 0, α = 0.6, and µ0 = −1, with

IG(x) = e−
x2

4σ , and σ = 1
4 .

11 Conclusions and discussion

11.1 Conclusions

Considering the prototypical CGL PDE (1.1) as an equation in its own right, this article has
presented a study of the phenomenon of delayed Hopf bifurcation (DHB) as the parameter µ
increases slowly in time through an instantaneous Hopf bifurcation at µ = 0. It has been shown
that solutions with initial data given at µ0 ≤ −ω0 are not only near the attracting QSS while
µ < 0, but they remain near the QSS as µ continues to evolve slowly until well after it has become
repelling and at least until µ reaches ω0. This analysis of the delay of the Hopf bifurcation (DHB)
was performed by directly using the classical methods of stationary phase and steepest descents on
the linear PDE, based on the topography induced by the saddle point at µ = −iω0, and followed by
using an iterative method for solutions of the nonlinear PDE. Specifically, the nonlinear analysis is
based on an iterative method for the difference between the solution A of the full cubic PDE and
the particular solution Ap of the linear PDE.

Then, with these explicit results, it was shown that there is a competition at the heart of
DHB between two exponentially small terms, one each from the particular solution Ap(x, µ) and
the homogeneous solution Ah(x, µ), to see which component first ceases to be exponentially small.
The former stops being exponentially small and attains magnitude one along the space-time buffer
curve, µstbc(x), and the latter along the homogeneous exit time curve, µh(x). Explicit asymptotic
formulas were derived, and their properties were illustrated with different types of source terms and
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initial data, including uni-modal, smoothed step function, and spatially periodic. Furthermore, in
some of the examples, it is possible to calculate the curves from closed form solutions.

Based on an analysis of different outcomes of the competition between µstbc(x) and µh(x),
i.e., between which comes first, several primary cases of DHB were introduced and analyzed. The
first threes cases of DHB are for solutions A(x, µ) of (1.1) with initial data given at µ0 ≤ −ω0.
Here, Case 1 of DHB arises when the duration of the bifurcation delay is determined at all points
by µstbc(x), i.e., when µstbc(x) < µh(x) for all x. Case 2 of DHB occurs when the bifurcation
delay is determined at some points by µstbc(x) and at others by µh(x). Case 3 of DHB arises
when the duration of the delay is determined at all points by µh(x), i.e., when µh(x) < µstbc(x)
for all x. Finally, Case 4 of DHB was introduced for solutions of (1.1) with initial data given at
−ω0 < µ0 < −δ, where δ > 0 is small but O(1). It was shown that, also for these solutions, the
exit time from a neighbourhood of the repelling QSS can be spatially-dependent, as well.

Examples were presented of the different cases of DHB, and it was shown how to classify the
DHB for general source terms Ia(x) and various initial data. The local maxima of the source term
and the initial data mark the sites at which the solution of the full cubic PDE (1.1) first diverges
from the repelling QSS, and where the large-amplitude, post-DHB oscillations first set in. The
spatial dependence of the DHB and onset of oscillations was shown to be quadratic in the case of
Gaussians (uni-modal functions), a smoothed step function in the case of source terms given by an
error function, and spatially-periodic in the case of spatially-periodic functions.

Finally, extensions of the main results were presented. Going beyond the main DHB results
established for bounded and positive source terms, it was shown that DHB also occurs in the base
case of (1.1) with algebraically-growing and sign-changing source terms. The formulas for the
space-time buffer and homogeneous exit time curves (calculated either asymptotically or exactly)
also accurately predict when the oscillations set in at each point x, even though the source terms
are not bounded or positive. Next, for the PDE with asymptotically large source terms (β =
−1

2), it was shown that the instantaneous Hopf bifurcation curve µHopf(x) can become large, even
asymptotically large, so that the duration of the DHB can be asymptotically long. Combined with
the information derived above about how the properties of the source terms determine the space-
time buffer curve, this provides a high level of control or ability to design the spatial dependence of
when the oscillations set in. Moreover, with large-amplitude source terms, it was found that there
is more than one saddle point in the complex µ plane, and hence the topography of the Stokes
and anti-Stokes lines is richer. A final extension concerns the case of O(1) diffusivity, for which
the space-time buffer curve is also derived and found to be spatially flatter. That the method
also extends to O(1) diffusivity enables application to a broader range of problems, in which the
diffusivities are not necessarily small.

There are important considerations about the stability of the numerical simulations. As we
have demonstrated throughout the article, the solutions are rapidly oscillating with frequency on
the order of µω0

ε . The numerical stiffness induced by the combination of rapid oscillations and slow
drift in µ places an upper bound on the values of ω0 that can be used to reliably compute the
solution near the repelling QSS. On the other hand, our space-time buffer curve predictions require
that the leading order estimate of the spatially-dependent Hopf bifurcation, µHopf(x) = 2 ε Ia(x)

ω2
0

, is

small. As such, the numerical values of ω0 that can be used are bounded from below, for any fixed
value of ε. Thus, to address the stiffness and satisfy the smallness of µHopf(x), we have chosen ω0

values in the range C ε1/4 < ω0 < 1, where C is an O(1) constant. Many of our reported simulations
use 0.5 ≤ ω0 ≤ 0.75 for ε = 0.01.
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11.2 Post-DHB spatio-temporal patterns

Post DHB, several types of spatio-temporal patterns are observed depending on the type of inho-
mogeneity, the specific case of DHB, and the dispersion parameters α and dI . For instance, in Case
1 of DHB, Gaussian source terms break the x-translation symmetry in the system, and we find that
it leads to the bifurcation of large-amplitude periodic wave-trains which organize into stationary,
or “pinned,” defects, see Figures 5 and 22.

In the nonlinear CGL (1.1), with the parameter µ > 0 held constant (i.e., µt = 0), periodic
waves have the explicit form rei(kx−ωt) with amplitude and nonlinear dispersion relations

r2 = µ− ε dRk2, ω(k) = −ω0 + αµ− ε(αdR − dI)k2. (11.1)

The amplitude relation shows that periodic patterns exist for wavenumbers |k| <
√
µ/ ε dR. The

dispersion relation shows that the frequency changes sign at µ = ω0
α , provided α 6= 0, to leading

order (with 0 < ε � 1 and k = O(1)). From these relations, the phase and group velocities for
patterns with wavenumber k take the form

cp := ω(k)/k, cg := ω′(k) = 2 ε(dI − αdR)k.

Then, for a dynamic Hopf parameter, we expect amplitudes to vary adiabatically as µ is increased,
unless a stability boundary is reached, after which we expect a secondary dynamic bifurcation.

In Figure 5 (where α = 0, dR = 3, and dI = 1), we observe that the heterogeneity induces
a symmetric defect which connects wavetrains of wavenumber k+ = k and k− = −k on x > 0
and x < 0, respectively, with k ≈ 1.15. Inward pointing phase curves indicate the arrangement
cp,− > 0 > cp,+ which, since ω(k) < 0 for all µ and ε � 1, indicates a wavenumber arrangement
k− < 0 < k+. This then implies that the group velocities take the form cg,− < 0 < cg,+, so that
the defect is a source.

To leading order, a fixed wavenumber is selected at the space-time buffer curve which persists
for increasing µ ∈ [0.5, 2] with fixed oscillation frequency ω(k) (note that, with α = 0, the frequency
ω(k) has no direct dependence on µ) and increasing amplitude r(k) as µ increases. As the space time
buffer curve expands in x, additional periods of the wavetrains are added, leading to a persistent
defect solution. We also remark that in Case 1, where the DHB is governed by the growth of the
particular solution, the large amplitude pattern is independent of small white noise perturbations of
the initial data. This indicates that such dynamic Hopf heterogeneities could be used in applications
to select organised patterns.

In Figure 22 (where α > 0, dR = 1, dI = 0), the defect dynamics are somewhat different. Both
for α = 0.1 and α = 0.6 (see the top frames), the defect at x = 0 is a symmetric sink. This
may be seen as follows. For α = 0.1, we find that ω(k) < 0 for µ ∈ [µstbc(x), ω0

α ] (which lies
beyond the edge of the figure), and the phase velocities point inward. Hence, one readily calculates
that, in this case, cg,− > 0 > cg,+, so that the defect is a symmetric sink. Then, for α = 0.6,
a sink defect is also formed as µ increases past µstbc(x) for x ∼ 0. As µ increases further, the
frequency ω(k) changes sign at µ ≈ ω0

α = 5
6 to leading order in ε� 1 so that phase velocities switch

direction, cp,− < 0 < cp,+. However, the defect is still a sink with inward pointing group velocities
cg,− > 0 > cg,+.

We remark that symmetric sink defects are in general transverse heteroclinic orbits when viewed
in the appropriate spatial dynamics formulation, and come in one-parameter families parameterised
by the wavenumber k [57, 64]. Hence, we expect them to persist under the slow drift of µ. We also
mention that source defects, which select the asymptotic wavenumbers (k−, k+), are not transverse
heteroclinics and only exist for isolated asymptotic wavenumber pairs. These solutions are in
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Figure 22: Brief illustration of how, beyond the space-time buffer curve, α affects the direction of propaga-
tion of the maxima and minima of the oscillations in the base case with a Gaussian source. (a) α = 0.1, (b)
α = 0.6, (c) α = 2.5, (d) α = 5.0. In all frames, the space-time buffer curve (black curve) given by (3.13) is
superimposed. The parameters are ε = 0.01, ω0 = 1

2 , dR = 1, dI = 0, and σ = 1
4 . The initial data at µ0 = −1

is A0(x) = −√ε IG(x)
µ0+iω0

.

general robust under the introduction of a small localised heterogeneity, and it is believed that
they become pinned at the site of the heterogeneity, as we numerically observe here. It thus would
be interesting to more fully understand how source and sink defects are selected in the presence of
a spatio-temporal dynamic Hopf bifurcation.

For α yet larger, say α = 2.5 and α = 5, we find that core and wave-train instabilities begin
to arise. Since dI = 0, the Benjamin-Feir condition 1 + αdI > 0 holds and the band of stable
wavenumbers is given, for stationary µ, by

|k|2 < µ(1 + αdI)

3 + αdI + 2α2
=

µ

3 + 2α2
.

Hence, an increase in α brings a decrease in the range of stable wavenumbers. See [1, 64] for
more information on this topic. The effects of adiabatic changes in µ on these large-amplitude
spatio-temporal patterns is a topic of future research.

11.3 Open questions

The analysis and numerical simulations presented in this article raise a number of open questions
and suggest avenues of additional research, beyond that on the effect of adiabatic variation in µ on
the post-DHB spatio-temporal patterns, just discussed in Section 11.2.

The formal calculations in Sections 2 and 6 of the attracting and repelling QSS of the linear
and nonlinear systems for µ < 0 and µ > 0, respectively, show that they are unique to all orders,
but differ in the exponentially small terms. This suggests studying the Gevrey regularity properties
of the QSS. Moreover, this question is motivated directly by the recent demonstration that slow
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manifolds for analytic fast-slow systems of ODEs are Gevrey regular, in the absence of singularities
in the slow flow, see [17], which is a major extension of the classical results in [24].

Next, we expect that the nonlinear analysis of Section 6, which is only formal in this article,
could be made rigorous and used to prove the convergence of the sequence of functions {bj} in an
appropriate function space. In particular, one would try to show that

e
1
2 ε

(µ+iω)2(bj+1 − bj) ∼ ε
2j+3

2 ,

uniformly in x to conclude that {bj}j∈N is Cauchy and hence convergent to a fixed point b∗ of the
mapping H as j → +∞. This limiting fixed point would, by construction, yield a solution of the
mild formulation (6.5) with the desired dynamics for µ ∈ [µ0, ω0− δ̃). Standard bootstrapping and
energy estimate methods [42] could be used to lift this mild solution to a classical solution.

The results in the base case of (1.1) with unbounded and sign-changing source terms (Section 8)
raise the question about how to generalize the analysis of DHB beyond the assumptions made here.
Good agreement is found between the analytically calculated DHB and numerically calculated exit
times from the neighbourhood of the repelling QSS and the onset of the oscillations, even though
the general conditions in Section 2 are not satisfied with these source terms.

In the study of DHB for solutions of (1.1), the analyses of Ah, the homogeneous component, in
Section 4 and of the solution A of the full cubic PDE (1.1) in Section 6 were done working with µ
on the real line. Analyticity was used in the study of the particular solution, Ap, of the linear PDE,
to deform the contour in the complex µ plane to derive the space-time buffer curve. It is of interest
to determine whether analyticity is strictly necessary for DHB, or instead if some slightly weaker
assumption might suffice to observe DHB. We refer to sections 2 and 3 of [4], for example, for
aspects of the general theory of Gevrey regularity of dissipative PDEs with analytic nonlinearities.
Also, there is a well-developed theory of Gevrey regularity for solutions of nonlinear R-D equations
on bounded domains, see for example [53], especially the results for the GL equation in section
2.2 there. This could be useful for developing a better understanding of DHB in nonlinear R-D
equations, the minimal hypotheses necessary for it, and the Gevrey regularity of the solutions.

There are a number of possible avenues to explore to rigorously determine whether or not slow
invariant manifolds exist on µ ∈ [µ,−δ) and µ ∈ (−δ,−µ0], respectively. We are presently studying
this question for (1.1) using scaling variables on the real line and previous results on slow manifolds;
see for example [34] and references therein.

Finally, the type of competition analyzed herein between the homogeneous and particular solu-
tions of the linearised problem, in terms of which stops being exponentially small first and transi-
tions through modulus one to becoming exponentially large, arises in other PDEs. We are currently
exploring it in a number of other reaction-diffusion systems that exhibit DHB, see [36].
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A Second parametrisation for the integral Ia2 in Section 2.2

In this appendix, we briefly show that Ia2 (2.13) may be derived also using a second, implicit
parametrisation (by σ) of the contour Ca2,

Ca2 : −1

2
(µ̃+ iω0)2 = −1

2
(µ+ iω0)2 + σ, σ ≤ 0. (A.1)

Here, σ increases monotonically along Ca2, starting from −∞, hitting −1
2(ω2

0 − µ2) at qa, and
continuing up to zero at the point µ. Therefore, the integral for Ia2 may be written as

Ia2 =
e−

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2

√
ε

∫ 0

−∞
g(x, µ− µ̃(σ))e

σ
ε
dµ̃

dσ
dσ. (A.2)

Now, we fix ∆ > 0 sufficiently small, independent of ε. The dominant contribution to the
integral comes from σ ∈ (−∆, 0], since the integrand in Ia2 is exponentially small for all σ < −∆,
due to the exponential term, where we recall µ ∈ [−ω0,−δ] is fixed, g is analytic and hence bounded,
and the differential is bounded along Ca2. Taylor expanding g and the differential about σ = 0,

and using µ̃(σ) = −iω0 + (µ+ iω0)
[
1− 2σ

(µ+iω0)2

] 1
2
, we find

g(x, µ−µ̃(σ)) = g

(
x, µ+ iω0 − (µ+ iω0)

[
1− 2σ

(µ+ iω0)2

] 1
2

)
= g

(
x,

σ

µ+ iω0
+O

(
σ2

(µ+ iω0)3

))
,

(A.3)

dµ̃

dσ
=

−1

(µ+ iω0)

[
1− 2σ

(µ+ iω0)2

]− 1
2

=
−1

(µ+ iω0)

[
1 +

σ

(µ+ iω0)2
+O

(
σ2

(µ+ iω0)4

)]
. (A.4)

Hence,

Ia2 =
−e− 1

2 ε
(µ+iω0)2

√
ε(µ+ iω0)

∫ 0

−∆
g

(
x,

σ

µ+ iω0
+O

(
σ2

(µ+ iω0)3

))
e
σ
ε

[
1 +O

(
σ

(µ+ iω0)2

)]
dσ. (A.5)

Then, by (2.6)(b) and standard properties of the 1-D heat kernel, we observe that limχ→0+ g(x, χ) =
Ia(x). Therefore, we directly obtain (2.13), and hence the same formula for Ap.

Remark. The two parametrisations (2.10) and (A.1) are consistent. For example, expressing (2.10)
in terms of small |σ|, we find µ̃R(σ) = µ− µσ

µ2+ω2
0

+O(σ2), and hence µ̃(σ) = µ− µ−iω0

µ2+ω2
0
σ +O(σ2),

via (2.10). This is identical to the expansion of (A.1), µ̃(σ) = µ− σ
(µ+iω0) +O

(
σ2

(µ+iω0)3

)
.

B The solutions of (2.1) are also near the QSS for µ ∈ (−δ, δ)
In this appendix, we briefly show how the asymptotic analysis of the solutions Ap(x, µ) of the linear
CGL (2.1) in the base case, which was carried out separately for µ ∈ [−ω0,−δ] in Section 2.2 and
for µ ∈ [δ, ω0], in Section 2.3 extends to µ ∈ (0, δ), and to µ ∈ (−δ, 0], where we recall that δ > 0 is
O(1) and small.

First, we consider the case of µ ∈ (0, δ). The contour is again Cr = Cr1
⋃
Cr2

⋃
Cr3

⋃
Cr4, as

in the previous subsection. Here, the point qr is close to the saddle at −iω0 since µ ∈ (0, δ), recall
Figure 3. The contribution from Cr1 and Cr2 is again

Ap(x, µ) =

√
π

2

(
g(x, µ+ iω0) +O(

√
ε)
)
e

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 , (B.1)
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where the dominant contribution comes from the final portion of the rise along Cr2, the steepest
ascents path up to the saddle. Then, the contributions along Cr3 and Cr4 yield

Ap(x, µ) = −√ε Ia(x)

µ+ iω0
+ ε

3
2

(
Ia(x) + d(µ+ iω0)Ia

′′(x)

(µ+ iω0)3

)
+O

(
ε

5
2

(µ+ iω0)5

)

+

(√
π

2
+ c(µ)

)(
g(x, µ+ iω0) +O(

√
ε)
)
e

1
2 ε

(µ+iω0)2 .

(B.2)

Here, c(µ) = (1 + i)
∫√ω0µ

ε
0 e−iσ̃

2
dσ̃, which comes from the contribution along Cr3, the stationary

phase path from emerging from the saddle; recall (2.19). The function c(µ) increases monotonically
from zero in the limit µ→ 0+ to

√
π
2 for δ > 0 and for other O(1) values of µ > 0.

Next, we consider the case of µ ∈ (−δ, 0). We again use the contour Ca from Section 2.2, recall
Figure 2. Then, Ap(x, µ) is given by (2.15), since also for µ ∈ (−δ, 0) the dominant part comes
from the final segment up to µ on the real axis.

Finally, we consider the case of µ = 0. The contour of integration is the union of the line
segments

L1 = {µ̃I = −ω0, µ̃R ≤ 0} and L2 = {µ̃R = 0,−ω0 ≤ µ̃I ≤ 0}. (B.3)

These line segments lie on the horizontal and vertical anti-Stokes lines ψ = 0, respectively, through

the saddle. Application of the method of steepest descents along L1 yields
(√

π
2 g(x, iω0) +O(

√
ε)
)
e−

ω20
2 ε .

Then, the contribution from the steepest ascents path L2 consists of two pieces, one from the
lower limit of integration and a second piece from the upper limit of integration at µ̃ = 0. The
former cancels out the contribution from L1. Hence, for µ = 0, we find

Ap(x, 0) =
√
ε
iIa(x)

ω0
+ ε

3
2

(
iIa(x)− dω0I

′′
a (x)

ω3
0

)
+O(ε

5
2 ). (B.4)

Therefore, the solution is also the QSS to all orders at µ = 0, just as for µ ∈ (−δ, 0) and for
µ ∈ (0, δ).
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